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Abstract

is a large printing company that receives a lot of orders each day. These orders are
then processed in one of their production plants and shipped to the customer. The order in which
these jobs are printed is determined by a supervisor. He (or she) schedules the jobs according to
his (or her) own knowledge. But when scheduling this way, a lot of information is not taken into
consideration.

This thesis describes and combines several MIPs that schedule the jobs on the available ma-
chines. These programs have been implemented and tested on several data sets .
The schedules that were found this way found a considerable decrease in the money spent for
shipping and the number of due dates that are expected to be missed.

Furthermore, some research has been done in order to try and speed up the calculation pro-
cess, but the results that were achieved here were mostly discouraging and no real improvements
to the algorithm were found.
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Notation

General definitions

Symbol Definition

n The number of jobs

m The number of machines

J The set of jobs, J = {1, .., n}
I The set of machines, I = {1, ..,m}
j An element of J , j ∈ J
i An element of I, i ∈ I
dj The due date corresponding to job j

pj The production time of job j

pi,j The production time of job j on machine i

Cj The completion time of job j

α | β | γ The general way to denote a scheduling problem, α is the machine environment, β
are some system properties and γ are the optimisation objectives

Machine environments, α

Symbol Definition

1 The single machine environment

Pm The parallel machine environment with identical machines

Qm The parallel machine environment with different machine speeds

Rm The parallel machine environment with unrelated machines

Fm The Flow Shop environment with m machines in series

FFc The Flexible Flow Shop environment with c stages

Jm The Job Shop environment with m machines

FJc The Flexible Job Shop environment with c work stations

Om The Open Shop environment with m machines

Scheduling objective related values, γ

Symbol Definition

Cmax The makespan of a schedule, the latest completion time, maxj∈J{Cj}∑
j∈J Cj The total completion time of a schedule

Lj The lateness of a job, Cj − dj
Ej The earliness of a job, max{0,−Lj}
Tj The tardiness of a job, max{0, Lj}
Tmax The highest tardiness of all the jobs, maxj∈J{Tj}
Uj The unit penalty costs of a job, 1 if the job misses its due date, 0 otherwise∑

j∈J Uj The number of jobs that missed their due date
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NOTATION

wj A weight-constant corresponding to job j, this can be used when some jobs are
more important than others

SUC The Shipping Upgrade Costs

◦ An arbitrary scheduling objective, this can be any (combination) of the objectives
mentioned

System properties, β

Symbol Definition

sjk Sequence dependent setup times, the setup time of job k depends on the previous
job j

sijk Sequence dependent setup times where there is also a difference per machine

fmls Jobs from the same family do not have setup times when they follow each other

sfg The setup time incurred when switching between families f and g

Mj The set of machines that can process job j

prmu If the permutation property holds, the order of processed job does not change, the
systems follows the FIFO principle

rcrc Recirculation is allowed, jobs visit the same machine several times

LP related notation - Sets and indices

Symbol Definition

L The set of positions, L = {1, .., n}
l A specific position, l ∈ L
Ji The set containing all jobs that can be processed on machine i

Mj The set containing all machines that can process job j

T The number of hours over which to schedule

B The set of blocks, B = {1, .., T}
b A specific block, b ∈ B
K The set of stock types

k A specific stock type, k ∈ K
Ki The set of all stock types that can be processed on machine i

Jk The set containing all jobs j with stock type k

LP related notation - Parameters

Symbol Definition

SUCHj,b The aggregated SUC job j has on time b

dHj,b The number of products for job j that are due before or in time block b

λ A weight parameter

kj The stock type job j has

µ A weight parameter

LP related notation - Variables

Symbol Definition

xi,j,l Job j goes on machine i and it is the lth object from the back

xi,j,b Job j goes on machine i and it finishes in block b

zi,k,b Stock type k is the first stock type on machine i in block b
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NOTATION

yi,k,b Stock type k triggers a stock change on machine i in block b

Invi,k,b Stock type k needs to be taken into consideration for the flow of block b and
machine i.

Fi,k1,k2,b The flow between stock types k1 and k2 on machine i in block b

ai,k,b There are other stock types than k that are used in block b on machine i

Short Term Production Planning - Scheduling on an Hourly Basis ix





Chapter1
Introduction

In this chapter, some background information on will be given. This
will be followed by an introduction into the problem that will be discussed in this thesis.

1.1 Problem Statement

As stated before, there are two phases in the scheduling process. The first phase involves deter-
mining the target set, deciding which products have to be printed during a shift. Since there are
already quite some calculations behind determining this target set, this part of the scheduling pro-
cess will be considered as a given. In the second phase the targeted jobs are actually scheduled on
the machines by the shift supervisor. This scheduling happens just before the shift starts, giving
the supervisor approximately half an hour to schedule everything. While there is some auxiliary
software to help the supervisor, most of the scheduling has to be done by hand. Since there is a
lot of information that has to be processed during the scheduling, the supervisor most likely won’t
construct the most optimal schedule. Given some variables and constraints, a computer might be
able to propose a better schedule, resulting in more products that make their deadline and less
products that generate SUC. But what are these variables and constraints? The aim of this thesis is
to find and describe such variables and constraints such that optimal schedules can be found. And
since also wants to use these solutions, there is an additional time constraint. The so-
lutions have to be found before the shift actually starts, otherwise the practical use would be gone.

First some basic scheduling theory will be covered in chapter 2. Chapter 3 will involve some
simple models to get some basic insight into this specific situation. Next, we will look at a specific
problem concerning paper changes in chapter 4. Then comparisons will be made between results
generated by the models created in the previous chapters and the actual schedule that has been
printed. These comparisons can be found in chapter 5. After that, some other methods that were
tried but were not that successful and some considerations for further research are discussed in
chapter 6. In appendix A, the data used for most of the demonstrations of the integer programs
is given, some of these results can be found in appendix C. Appendix B discusses the number of
schedules that are possible for a certain problem setting, to give some insight in the size of the
problem. And finally, appendix D contains a description of (some of) the AIMMS code that is
used in this thesis.

Short Term Production Planning - Scheduling on an Hourly Basis 1



Chapter2
Preliminaries

In this chapter, a small introduction will be given into scheduling. The basic notation that will be
used in this thesis will be discussed and a few situations and objectives that are commonly used
are explained. Furthermore some examples will be given. This part of the theory that is discussed
is extracted mostly from Pinedo16[11]. This theory will be linked to the situation in . Next,
some theory on linear programs will be given.

2.1 Basic Notation

Before we start on the notation, first a short definition of scheduling according to Wikipedia:
“Scheduling is the process of arranging, controlling and optimizing work and workloads in a pro-
duction process or manufacturing process. Scheduling is used to allocate plant and machinery
resources, plan human resources, plan production processes and purchase materials”[12]. Or in
a simplified way: “Scheduling is deciding how you distribute a number of jobs over a number of
machines in an optimal way”.

Using this simplified definition we start with introducing our notation. We define n as the number
of jobs and m as the number of machines. Using these numbers we define J = {1, .., n} as the
set of jobs, with j an element in this set. Similarly I = {1, ..,m} is the set of machines with i a
specific machine in I. Each job has its own properties. We denote dj the due date of a job and pj
denotes the production time that job j needs (or pi,j for the production time of job j on machine
i in case the machines are different). With Cj , we define the completion time of job j, the time
that the job is finished in the current schedule.

Next a description of the possible machine environments will be given. First is the single ma-
chine environment. This is the situation where m = 1. We denote this environment with 1.
In general, this is the simplest environment. Next we have the situation where there are more
(identical) machines that work parallel to each other. We can denote this environment with Pm,
note that m here is also the same m as with the number of machines. If the machines are not
identical to each other, but they have different production speeds (i.e. machine 1 is three times
faster as machine 2 on all jobs), then we can describe this environment with Qm. If the parallel
machines are completely unrelated to each other (i.e. machine 1 is faster for job 1, but machine 2
is faster for job 2), then we have the environment Rm.

All these environments have the property that once a job is processed on a machine, it is done.
There are no further steps needed. But as already seen in the introduction, there are also situations
where jobs have to go through different production steps before they are finished. The machine
environments that describe these kind of situations are the (Flexible) Flow Shop ((FFc/)Fm),
the (Flexible) Job Shop ((FJc/)Jm) and the Open Shop (Om). The Flow Shop describes the
situation where jobs first have to be processed on machine 1, then on machine 2 and so on, till

2 Short Term Production Planning - Scheduling on an Hourly Basis



CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARIES

they are finally processed on machine m. In the Flexible Flow Shop, there are c stages where a job
needs to be processed, but there are a number of identical machines parallel to each other that can
process the job. In a Job Shop each job has its own route that it follows through the m machines.
For example, job 1 has to be processed on machine 1 first and then goes to machine 3, while job
2 starts at machine 2 and then goes to machine 1. The Flexible Job Shop extends the Job Shop
in the same way as with the Flexible Flow Shop, there are c workstations with parallel machines
that may have to process the job. For the Open Shop, we again have m machines and each job has
to be processed on all the machines (although some processing times may be zero). Furthermore,
there are no restriction on the routes jobs have to take through the production process.

In these environments, we can generate a schedule, but then we still need to know how to distin-
guish between a ‘good’ and a ‘bad’ schedule. There are different optimality criteria that are used
to rank the schedules. A schedule that is bad according to one might be good when using another.
A few of the commonly used criteria are: Minimising makespan, minimising the total completion
time, minimising earliness and tardiness, minimising the maximal tardiness and minimising the
number of jobs that miss their due date. In figure 2.1 some of these are pointed out.

• The makespan (or Cmax = maxj∈J{Cj}) is the latest completion time of all the jobs, or in
other words, the time it takes for the schedule to be completely finished.

• The total completion time (
∑

j∈J Cj) is the sum of the completion times of all the jobs.

• The lateness of a job (Lj = Cj − dj) is the time difference between the completion of a job
and its due date. Note that this might take on negative values if the job finishes before its
due date. Using the lateness, we define the tardiness (Tj = max{0, Lj}) and the earliness
(Ej = max{0,−Lj}) of a job, respectively the time a job is too late or too early. The
maximal tardiness (Tmax = maxj∈J{Tj}) is the highest tardiness a job has in the schedule.

• For the due dates, a unit penalty costs (Uj) is introduced, having the value 1 if Cj > dj and
0 otherwise. Minimising the number of missed due dates is then equivalent to minimising∑

j∈J Uj .

All these objective functions can have a weighted variant, were you multiply with some constant
wj . It is also possible to have (weighted) combinations of these objective functions, when more
criteria are of importance. When you consider different criteria for optimisation, trade-offs have
to be made between the different objectives. Sometimes it might be the case that decreasing
the value of one objective is only possible if the value of another is increased. Neither one of
these schedules is strictly better than the other. The schedules that have this property are called
Pareto-optimal. When deciding between schedules, the ones that are Pareto-optimal should be
considered, as they are the best schedules (for these objectives) one can get. Depending on the

Figure 2.1: A schedule with some of the criteria pointed out. Note that both job 2 and 3 are late.
If we had scheduled job 1 last, then only job 1 would have been late. This leads to a decrease in
the number of jobs that are late, but increases Tmax.

Short Term Production Planning - Scheduling on an Hourly Basis 3
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(a) The schedules plotted against each other (b) The Pareto-frontier has been drawn. The
red squares are Pareto-optimal

Figure 2.2: The Pareto-frontier of a set of schedules

weight attached to each of the objectives, one of the Pareto-optimal schedules is picked as the
optimal schedule. When plotting schedules against each other, the Pareto-optimal schedules are
the outermost schedules. The set of these schedules is called the Pareto-frontier[6, p 57]. An
example of a Pareto-frontier is drawn in figure 2.2.

The last thing to introduce are some special properties that the system can have. The following
properties will be explained: Sequence dependent setup times, job families, machine eligibility
constraints, permutation and recirculation. These are just a few of the properties that are out
there, but these are mentioned as they are mentioned somewhere along the line in this thesis.

• Sequence dependent setup times (sjk) imply that the setup time of job k is dependent on
the previous job j that has run on the machine. If different machines have different setup
times, we use sijk.

• Job families (fmls) are related to sequence dependent setup times. When processing two jobs
of the same family, the machine does not need any additional setup time. If two subsequent
jobs are from different families, they do generate some setup time. The setup time incurred
by switching between two families is denoted by sfg.

• If there are machine eligibility constraints (Mj) then some jobs can only be processed on
certain machines. Mj denotes the set of all machines that can process job j.

• If the system has the permutation (prmu) property, it implies that the order in which jobs
are processed does not change during the whole process. For example, in a flow shop, if
machine 1 first processes job 1 and then job 2, then machine 2 also has to first process job
1 before processing job 2.

• And finally, recirculation (rcrc). This means that jobs may (or have to) be processed by a
the same machine several times before it completes that step.

Using all the introduced notation, we can now classify problems in an α | β | γ-notation, as
introduced by Graham et al.[8]. α corresponds to the machine environment used, β describes
special properties that the system has and γ is the objective function that has to be minimised.

4 Short Term Production Planning - Scheduling on an Hourly Basis
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Hence 1 | | Cmax denotes the problem of minimising the maximal makespan on 1 machine. And
P3 | Mj , sjk | Tmax is the problem of minimising the maximal tardiness on 3 machines with ma-
chine eligibility constraints and sequence dependent setup costs.

The following examples are extracted (in some form) from Pinedo09[10, p 4,7] (example 1 and 2)
and Pinedo16[11, p 2-3] (example 3). They show some relation of the theory to practice, but they
also show that the theory can be extended beyond the case of scheduling jobs on machines.

1. The usage of equipment in a hospital. Each week, a hospital has to schedule a certain number
of patients to a MRI-scanner, in order to determine the next steps in their treatment. The
‘jobs’ in this example are the patients, the machine is one MRI-scanner. The scan is made
before the patient has its next appointment with their doctor. This gives us two performance
measures: the scan has to be made before the appointment (giving us a due date and the
objective to minimise the number of late jobs) and the scan must not be too early, else the
patient has to wait a long time between the scan and the appointment. This gives us the
system 1 | |

∑
j∈J Uj ,

∑
j∈J Ej .

2. The production of wafers. A wafer is build of several layers, each layer requiring a set of
operations to construct it. Since they are constructed layer by layer (each layer needing
somewhat the same steps), a lot of recirculation is needed to construct the complete wafer.
Each step is done by different machines on the production line. There might be some setup
times, depending on the wafer that was previously processed. All the wafers that are ordered
need to be produced before their order time. Furthermore, the machines have to be utilised
as good as possible, thus minimising idle and setup times. Therefore, we have the system
Jm | rcrc, sijk |

∑
j∈J Uj ,

∑
j∈J [Cj −

∑
i∈I pij ].

3. The assignment of aeroplanes to gates in an airport. An airport has to process a lot of
aeroplanes each day. Each plane has to be assigned to a gate in order to (un)board all of
the passengers. In this situation, the aeroplanes correspond to the jobs and the gates to
the machines. There are several different gates, each with its own properties. Some cannot
manage big planes due to the closeness of other gates, while others are used only for big
planes due to their size. This gives us some machine eligibility constraints. Since planes have
a certain departure time, they have due dates. When a plane cannot be processed on time,
it will be delayed. The goal of the airport is to minimise the amount of time all planes are
delayed. This does not necessarily mean that the number of delayed planes is minimised, as
it is better to have two planes with a delay of 5 minutes than one plane with a delay of an
hour. Keeping all of this in mind, we can assume we have the system Rm | Mj |

∑
j∈J Tj .

2.2 Linear Programming

One way of solving optimisation problems is by trying to solve the corresponding mathematical
program, a so-called linear program (LP). An LP has a linear objective function that has to be
optimised (either minimised or maximised) and a set of linear constraints[3, Sec 1.1]. Generally,
an LP can be written in the following form:

min cTx

subject to Ax ≤ b

x ≥ 0

(2.1)

In this formulation x is the decision vector, the goal is to find values for x such that cTx is
minimised and all the constraints are satisfied. The vector c contains the cost associated to each
decision variable. A is the constraint matrix, each row corresponds to one constraint. The vector

Short Term Production Planning - Scheduling on an Hourly Basis 5
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b contains the values associated to these constraints. It might be the case that constraints also
contain ≥-inequalities or equalities and decision variables might also be ≤ 0 or they just might be
any real number. By introducing new variables and new constraints, linear programs containing
these other types of variables and constraints can be rewritten into the form given in formulation
2.1. An LP can be solved efficiently in polynomial time. One of the earliest algorithms that does
so is proposed by Karmarkar in [9].

There might be additional constraints on x, requiring x to be integer or even binary. If these
kind of constraints on x are present, the program is called an integer program (IP) instead of an
LP. A technique used in solving (or approximating) such integer programs is LP-relaxation. The
integrality constraints are ignored and the IP is solved as if it was a LP. When only a part of x
needs to be integer, the program is called a mixed integer program (MIP). As of today, there are
no algorithms that can solve an (M)IP in polynomial time[11, A.2]. But since there are algorithms
that can efficiently solve linear programs, the LP-relaxation of (mixed) integer programs can also
be efficiently solved. This gives good bounds that can be used by branching-algorithms to solve
an (M)IP to optimality[2, p 7].

It might not come as a surprise that many scheduling problems can be rewritten as an inte-
ger program. Take for example the situation 1||

∑
j∈J Lj . To construct an integer program, we

first introduce the decision variable xj,t. This variable is 1 if job j starts at time t and 0 otherwise.
The time t will be from 0 to T =

∑
j∈J pj . The objective function we want to minimise is the total

lateness of all jobs. If job j starts at time t, we know that it is finished at time t+pj . The lateness
would then be t+ pj −dj . Therefore we can write the objective function as

∑
j∈J xj,t(t+ pj −dj).

Now we still need some constraints. First, the machine can only process one job at a time, thus∑
j∈J

∑t
s∈max{0,t−pj} xj,s = 1 for all times t = 0, ..., T . Next, each job has to be processed by the

machine, thus
∑T

t=0 xj,t = 1 for all j ∈ J . We can combine this all to get the following formulation:

min
∑

j∈J xj,t(t+ pj − dj)
subject to

∑
j∈J

∑t
s∈max{0,t−pj} xj,s = 1 for t = 0, ..., T∑T

t=0 xj,t = 1 for j ∈ J
xj,t ∈ {0, 1} for j ∈ J, t = 0, ..., T

The number of variables in this linear program is O(nT ) and the number of constraints is O(n+T ).

6 Short Term Production Planning - Scheduling on an Hourly Basis



Chapter3
The First Models

In this chapter the first models will be explained and elaborated. First assumptions that are
made will be described and the reasoning behind them will be given. Then the integer programs
concerning completion time, SUC and due dates will be given.

3.1 Assumptions

The following assumptions are made:

• There is enough stock available to produce all the jobs. If a job has made it into the target
set, then the sheets of paper that are needed to produce this job are available. This holds
for all the jobs in the target set, but also for the sum of all the stock needed. This can be
assumed, since the target set has been determined in a previous phase, where the resources
available are taken into consideration. Similarly, all the jobs can be printed during one shift,
as this is also predetermined in the previous phase.

• During the scheduling, all storage costs can be ignored. When the target production set for
the shift is generated, there have been calculations involving the storage costs for products
that need to go through Binning.

• The times corresponding to SUC-values are rounded down to the nearest hour. This means
that if a job would have gained e12,- due to SUC if it is finished after 12:40, then it will
generate 12 SUC after time 12:00. This might seem like quite a crude approximation, but
this way the number of variables can be limited (as we only look at hours instead of minutes)
and we can still guarantee that the SUC can be minimised. After all, if a job has to finish
before 12:00, it also finishes before 12:40.

• In the same way as the SUC, we also round down due dates to full hours. The same kind
of logic is followed. We can still guarantee that the due dates are met by rounding in this
fashion.

• The times mentioned for both the SUC and due dates are estimates .
The actual time that a job needs to be finished is the time a carrier leaves. The time it takes
a job from printed to finished (i.e. ready for shipment) is estimated using the average time
it took similar jobs in the past two weeks. From these two times the time that a job should
be finished with printing to make a shipping time can be derived. This derived time is used
for the SUC and due dates.

Short Term Production Planning - Scheduling on an Hourly Basis 7



CHAPTER 3. THE FIRST MODELS

• Setup times generated when switching between two different kind of stock types (i.e. between
two jobs of different families) are neglected. This can be done, since the machine has to be
initialised between any two jobs. There are two person that are responsible for the setup
of a machine. If the paper change is timed correctly within the actual changeover, then it
does not generate any extra changeover time. There are two reasons to still try to minimise
the actual number of paper changes. One is that a paper change leads to a quality slight
decrease in the stability of the print quality. And from this follows reason two: to stabilise
the printer again, some more sheet are needed in the initialisation, which leads to extra
scrap.

3.2 Minimising Total Completion Time

One of the aspects that can be optimised is the total completion time. If the total completion
time is low, jobs that take a long time to complete are more likely to be produced at the end of
the process. An integer program that can be used to solve this problem is given by Pinedo16[11,
p 134]. The following notation is introduced:

L The set of positions, L = {1, .., n}. On a machine, at most n jobs have to be
scheduled, thus a machine needs at most n positions.

l A specific position, l ∈ L.

Ji The set containing all jobs that can be processed on machine i.

Mj The set containing all machines that can process job j.

xi,j,l A binary variable. Job j goes on machine i and it is the lth job considered from
the back. It takes value 1 if job j is placed at position l on machine i. Else it has
value 0. Thus if job 2 is the last job to be scheduled on machine 1, then x1,2,1 = 1.
The variable xi,j,l only exists when i ∈Mj .

The mathematical program is as follows:

min
∑

i∈I,j∈Ji,l∈L l · pi,j · xi,j,l
subject to

∑
i∈Mj ,l∈L xi,j,l = 1 for j ∈ J∑
j∈Ji

xi,j,l ≤ 1 for i ∈ I, l ∈ L
xi,j,l ∈ {0, 1} for i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji, l ∈ L

(3.1)

The first set of constraints guarantees that every job is produced exactly once. The second set of
constraints looks if position l has at most one job distributed to it. The third set of constraints
are the binary restrictions.

The objective value works in the following way: Suppose jobs 1, 2 and 3 (in this order) are
scheduled on machine i. The completion time of job 1 is C1 = pi,1, the completion time of job 2 is
C2 = C1 + pi,2 = pi,1 + pi,2 and the completion time of job 3 is C3 = C2 + pi,3 = pi,1 + pi,2 + pi,3.
Therefore, the total completion time is C1+C2+C3 = 3·pi,1+2·pi,2+pi,3. From this it can be seen
that we have to take the production time of the job that is produced last on machine i (thus the
job with xi,j,1 = 1) into account once. The production time of the job that is produced before that
has to be taken into account twice. And this continues till we have taken all the jobs on machine
i into consideration. Thus by working backwards, we can easily compute the total completion time.

This program has O(n2m) binary variables, as there are n jobs, m machines and n positions
where a job can be scheduled on a machine. Furthermore, it has O(nm) constraints, since the
first set of constraints gives us a constraint for each job and the second one gives us a constraint
for every machine and every possible position on a machine.
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3.3 Minimising SUC

As already mentioned in the introduction, the Shipping Upgrade Costs are one of the aspects
where profit can still be generated. If a way can be found to schedule jobs in such a way that
they generate less SUC, it gives us schedules that are more profitable. One thing to keep in mind
is that SUC is only generated each hour. Therefore, we do not need to know for every job the
precise completion time, but we need to know before which hour it was finished. For this reason
we do not use the position variables as in the previous section, but we introduce a new (other)
variable and some other parameters that are needed.

T The number of hours over which to schedule. In this case the length of a shift, 8
hours.

B The total shift is split in a number of blocks. B denotes the set of blocks, B =
{1, .., T}.

b A specific block, b ∈ B. Each block has the length of an hour. Thus block 1 is the
block ranging from 0 to 1, block 2 ranges from 1 to 2, ..., block i from i− 1 to i.

xi,j,b Job j goes on machine i and it finishes in block b. It might have started in an
earlier block, but it is completed in block b. The variable xi,j,b only exists when
i ∈Mj .

SUCHj,b The aggregated SUC job j has at the end of block b, thus at time b.

The mathematical program is then constructed as follows:

min
∑

i∈I,j∈Ji,b∈B xi,j,b · SUCHj,b

subject to
∑

i∈Mj ,b∈B xi,j,b = 1 for j ∈ J∑
j∈Ji

∑b
t=1 pi,j · xi,j,t ≤ b for i ∈ I, b ∈ B

xi,j,b ∈ {0, 1} for i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji, b ∈ B

(3.2)

The first set of constraints guarantees again that every job is produced exactly once. The second
set of constraints takes care that the production up to and including block b is no more than the
actual time available up to and including block b. The last set of constraints are again the binary
constraints.

The objective function looks if job j is in block b and then computes the SUC a specific job
has if it finishes in that block. As xi,j,b is 1 only if job j finishes in block b and 0 otherwise, we
only take the SUC of that specific block into account.

Looking at the number of variables, there are O(nmT ) binary variables that are needed, as there
is a variable for every combination of job, machine and block. The first set of constraints needs a
constraint for every job and the second set needs one for every machine and block. Thus O(n+mT )
constraints are needed.

3.4 Minimising Due Dates

Schedules generated using the integer programs mentioned above do have some nice properties.
However, it might be that these schedules do not properly take due dates into account. It might
happen that with these schedules a lot of jobs are actually delivered late. And as late jobs will
result in dissatisfied customers who, most likely, won’t order anything else at some later point in
time, trying to prevent this from happening is something to strive for. For the integer program
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formulation, the same kind of formulation as with the SUC can be used.

min
∑

i∈I,j∈Ji,b∈B xi,j,b · dHj,b

subject to
∑

i∈Mj ,b∈B xi,j,b = 1 for j ∈ J∑
j∈Ji

∑b
t=1 pi,j · xi,j,t ≤ b for i ∈Mj , b ∈ B

xi,j,b ∈ {0, 1} for i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji, b ∈ B

(3.3)

The only thing that has actually changed is that SUCH is replaced by dH. The parameter dH
works in the same way as SUCH, as it keeps track if the deadline has been missed if the job
finishes in the corresponding block. Thus if a job misses 12 due dates if it finishes after block 4
and it misses another due date if it finishes after block 6, then dH will take values 0 (blocks 1,
2 and 3), 12 (blocks 4 and 5) and 13 (blocks 6, 7 and so on). It might seem strange that a job
can miss more than one due date, but due to the construction of print jobs at , one job
entails more than one customer. In one job, several products are printed and each product has
its own due date. Furthermore, not every job has a due date in a shift. All products in one job
might still arrive on time if they are produced a shift later. Therefore they wont have a due date,
as they always will be in time if they are produced in the current shift.

The number of variables and constraints used in this program also stay the same as in (3.2).

3.5 Combining SUC and Due Date

Sometimes, it can be useful to have one job produced later even though it then misses its due
date. This way, the jobs that can be scheduled earlier due to the change in plans might generate
a lot less SUC, since they can be send with a cheaper carrier. The profit generated on the SUC
this way is more than the loss made by the missed due date, thus the resulting schedule is more
profitable. Since the formulations for both SUC and due dates are similar to each other, it is quite
easy to construct a mathematical program that takes both into account. The objective function
will be the combined objective function of (3.2) and (3.3), the constraints will stay the same. This
combination results in the following integer program.

min
∑

i∈I,j∈Ji,b∈B xi,j,b(λ · SUCHj,b + (1− λ) · dHj,b)

subject to
∑

i∈Mj ,b∈B xi,j,b = 1 for j ∈ J∑
j∈Ji

∑b
t=1 pi,j · xi,j,t ≤ b for i ∈ I, b ∈ B

xi,j,b ∈ {0, 1} for i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji, b ∈ B

(3.4)

Note the λ that is introduced here. In order to be able to put more emphasis on one of the
two objectives, the convex combination of the two is taken. When λ is 0, the objective function
corresponds to that of (3.3), and when λ is 1 the objective function is the same as in (3.2). By
varying the value of λ between 0 and 1, different schedules can be found, each optimal in their own
sense. These schedules can generate a Pareto-frontier. From these schedules, one can be chosen
such that has the right balance between both due dates and SUC. By choosing a value for λ, the
worth of one more due date missed can be defined in a SUC value. If for example the worth of 1
missed due date is equal to 9 SUC, then the value for λ needs to be 1

1+9 = 0.1.

3.6 First Results

One might notice that the programs (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) do not actually generate a schedule.
They give each job a time before which it has to finish, each job has a certain time frame where
it has to be completed. The way that the jobs are scheduled in this frame can still change some
of the values that are not in the objective function. For example, if we had a problem that we
optimise using (3.2) and we then schedule according to the completion time, there are 4 products
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Minimisation criterion Completion Time SUC Due Dates

Optimal 335.6 0 0

Completion Time (3.1) 335.6 967.84 22

SUC (3.2) 422.4 0 6

Due Dates (3.3) 459.1 641.98 0

λ = 0 (3.4) 459.1 641.98 0

λ = 0.1 428.3 0 0

λ = 0.2 428.3 0 0

λ = 0.3 428.3 0 0

λ = 0.4 428.3 0 0

λ = 0.5 428.3 0 0

λ = 0.6 428.3 0 0

λ = 0.7 428.3 0 0

λ = 0.8 428.3 0 0

λ = 0.9 428.3 0 0

λ = 1 422.4 0 6

Actual Realisation 553.4 3083.65 47

Table 3.1: The results when using the instance of appendix A

that missed their due date. But if we had scheduled while keeping the due dates in mind, there
are only 2 products that missed their due date, but the total completion time is 20 minutes longer.
Scheduling on the SUC does not change the value of SUC, as this was already optimised.

(a) Scheduled on Completion Time (b) Scheduled on Due Dates

Figure 3.1: Some differences that are created when using different ways of scheduling

For the following results, the schedules are created in the following way. First, the integer pro-
grams are run, giving results for xi,j,b. Using these results the jobs in each block are scheduled
according to their SUC-value. The job that has the most gain by being scheduled at the current
point in time will be the job that is scheduled first. In other words, for each job in the block the
job with the largest difference between the SUC it would generate if it finishes at the end of the
block and the SUC it would generate if it is scheduled now (by scheduling it now, it might finish in
an earlier block). This repeats itself until all the jobs in the block have been scheduled. Then the
jobs in the next block will be scheduled. This goes on until all jobs have been scheduled. A conse-
quence of scheduling in this fashion is that there will be no holes in the schedule. And jobs might
finish earlier than the block they are actually scheduled to. But this is not a problem, as there is
no earliness penalty. And SUC and due dates will only be influenced positively, since a job can
only finish earlier than scheduled. Table 3.1 shows the results for this problem using the data set
given in appendix A. Figure 3.2 shows (some of) the schedules that correspond to these solutions.

Note that ‘Optimal’ does not have an actual schedule associated with it. All values that are
given here are the actual optimal values a schedule can have for this specific instance. There
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might be a schedule that has all these values, but it does not necessarily exist. When looking at
the differences between the schedules that are generated by the integer programs and the schedule
that was actually used in production, it can be seen that in this instance, the IPs greatly outper-
form the actual schedule. The first conclusion would then be that actually using any one of the
generated schedules is better. But there might be some measure that we have not looked at yet,
that gives us a reason why the actual schedule is actually better than the generated schedules.

The colours of the blocks in figure 3.2 tell apart different stock types. When looking at figure
3.2, there is a lot of alternation between different colours in our generated schedules. Therefore a
lot of stock changes are needed, especially in comparison to the actual schedule. A few more stock
changes is not that big of a problem, but when you need a stock change between almost every job,
this becomes quite a bad schedule and there is a bigger chance of delays. If there are many stock
changes, the burden on the employee carrying out these changes becomes quite big.

(a) The schedule for the minimal completion time

(b) The schedule for the minimal SUC

(c) The schedule for the minimal due dates

(d) The actual schedule that has been printed

Figure 3.2: The schedules generated by the earlier mentioned integer programs
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Chapter4
Minimising Stock Changes

Looking at the results of the previous chapter, one conclusion that can be made is that although
the schedules are optimal in some sense, they are still lacking. If one of the calculated optimal
schedules will be used, there will be quite a lot of stock changes during the shift. And even though
one more stock change is not that much of a problem, if there are changes for at least half the
jobs it becomes quite troublesome for the operator performing these changes. But all the work
that has already been done in the previous chapter has not been in vain, since the lower bounds
for total completion time, SUC and the number of missed due dates is known now and they can
be computed quite efficiently. This makes it easier to compare the more preferable schedules (i.e.
the ones with less stock changes) to the optimal ones from chapter 3, as it is known how much
extra costs and missed due dates are generated when compromising to reduce the number of stock
changes.

In this chapter, some remarks are made about optimal schedules for the minimal number of stock
changes. Then an integer program formulation will be given and some results generated by this
program are discussed. Finally, the integer program formulated in this chapter will be combined
with the previous programs in order to generate even better schedules that, just as program (3.4)
looks at the value of more than one scheduling objective.

4.1 Optimal Schedules

It is quite easy to compute the (theoretical) minimal number of stock changes. This is the number
of stock types minus the number of machines (assuming that the first stock type on a machine
does not need a change). Constructing a schedule with this number of stock changes is also trivial.
Just take all jobs of the same stock type, and put them on the first machine. Then pick the next
set of jobs and put these on the second machine. Repeat this till all jobs are scheduled. If the
next machine does not exist (i.e. the next set of jobs has to be put on the fourth machine while
there are only three machines) then start again at the first machine. This way all jobs are put on
a machine iteratively. In the end a schedule is generated. The total number of different (optimal)

schedules that can be generated in this way is |K|! ·
(|K|−1

m−1
)
. The computation behind this value

can be found in appendix B.

Keep in mind that there is still a chance that this might not work. When there is a stock type
that needs more than 100% of the capacity of one machine (i.e. there are so many jobs that they
do not all fit on any one machine), then that stock type has to be split over at least 2 machines.
Or if there are m + 1 stock types that are using at least (with only one equality) 50% of the
machine capacity, then one of these m+ 1 stock types cannot be scheduled in such a way that it
only generates 1 stock change. An extra stock change must be introduced, as no set of 2 of these
big sets will fit on one machine. This also holds for the cases m+ 2 up till 2m− 1. These generate
up to m − 1 extra stock changes. The optimal value for the number of stock changes will then
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also increase with this number. A new schedule can then be generated by splitting one of the big
stock types in two. If there are at least 2m stock types that occupy at least 50% of a machines
time, then there are too many jobs to fit on all the machines and the problem becomes infeasible.

Now a schedule can be generated in a quick and easy way. But the order in which stock types are
considered can still make a big difference when looking at the SUC two different schedules generate
or the number of due dates that are missed. One ordering of the stock types might generate only a
little bit of SUC, while another generates ten times as much. Since there are quite some schedules
to consider, it is quite inefficient to compare all the different schedules. Suppose that there are
3 machines and 10 stock types. If the best schedule has to be found within 30 minutes, then a
computer has to compare over 70000 schedules each second in order to be able to compare them
all. Therefore an integer program formulation of this problem (that, ideally, can eventually be
combined with the previously constructed programs) might give some better way of generating a
schedule with just a few stock changes.

4.2 Integer Program Formulation

To describe an integer program for minimising the number of stock changes, the earlier described
variable xi,j,b is used. Apart from that, a few new sets, parameters and variables are introduced.

K The set of stock types.

k A specific stock type, k ∈ K.

kj The stock type that job j has.

Ki The set of all stock types that can be processed on machine i.

Jk The set of all jobs that have stock type k.

zi,k,b A binary variable that takes value 1 if k is the first stock type in block b on machine
i. It only exists when stock type k can be produced on machine i, i.e. k ∈ Ki.

yi,k,b A binary variable taking value 1 if stock type k induces a stock change on machine
i in block b. It only exists when k ∈ Ki.

Invi,k,b A binary variable that looks if stock type k needs to be taken into consideration
for the flow. It only exists when k ∈ Ki.

Fi,k1,k2,b A nonnegative variable depicting the flow from stock type k1 to stock type k2 on
machine i in block b. It only exists when k1 ∈ Ki and k2 ∈ Ki.

ai,k,b A variable looking if there are other stock types that are used in block b. It uses
the flow between stock types,

∑
k2∈Ki\{k} Fi,k,k2,b. It exists if k ∈ Ki

The following constraints are needed for the integer program. First a constraint is needed that
guarantees that if there is a job j with stock type k in a block and this stock type is not the first
stock type used in the block, then the stock type induces a stock change.

yi,kj ,b ≥ xi,j,b − zi,kj ,b for i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji, b ∈ B

Next, if a stock type k is both the first used stock type in a block and the last used stock type
in a block (or equivalently the first stock type in the next block), then it might be the case that
there is no stock change needed for stock type k (that is, if there are no other stock types in the
block).

yi,k,b ≥ zi,k,b+1 − zi,k,b for i ∈ I, k ∈ Ki, b ∈ B

Though, if there are other stock types than k in the block, then a stock change for k should be
triggered. (k should also generate a stock change if it is the first stock type used in the next
block and not when it is only the first stock type in the current block, but these specific cases are
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managed with the flow constraints).

yi,k,b ≥ ai,k,b for i ∈ I, k ∈ Ki, b ∈ B

There can only be one stock type that is the first stock type in a block.∑
k∈Ki

zi,k,b ≤ 1 for i ∈ I, b ∈ B

For generating a flow between the stock types, the program needs to know which stock types trigger
a stock change in a block. Therefore these two constraints are introduced. The first constraint
sets Invi,k,b to 1 if the stock type induces a change. The second constraint set Invi,k,b to 1 if k is
the last stock type used in block b.

Invi,k,b ≥ yi,k,b for i ∈ I, k ∈ Ki, b ∈ B
Invi,k,b ≥ zi,k,b+1 for i ∈ I, k ∈ Ki, b ∈ B

There are some constraints needed to guarantee that the flow goes through all the necessary stock
types. Every stock type k that has a value 1 for Invi,k,b should have a flow through it for block b
on machine i. ∑

k2∈Ki
Fi,k1,k2,b = Invi,k1,b for i ∈ I, k1 ∈ K, b ∈ B

Furthermore, the flow must be balanced. There must be an equal amount of in-flow and out-flow.∑
k2∈Ki

Fi,k1,k2,b =
∑

k2∈Ki
Fi,k2,k1,b for i ∈ I, k1 ∈ Ki, b ∈ B

And finally, there should only be one flow that goes in a backward direction. This is to restrict
the flow to use not only self directing arrows, since that would defeat the purpose of constructing
this flow. ∑

k1∈Ki

∑k1

k2∈Ki
Fi,k1,k2,b ≤ 1 for i ∈ I, b ∈ B

By constructing a flow in this way, it makes a cycle through all the stock types that are used in
block b on machine i. By simply summing over all the outgoing flows that are not self-directed
(this is the way that ai,k,b is defined), there can easily be concluded if there are more stock types
used in the block. Due to the constraint that the flow should be nonnegative, there will be at
most one outgoing flow and ai,k,b will stay binary.

Some constraints that have been defined before are also needed in this formulation, namely the
constraints that guarantee that the processing time of jobs up till a certain block does not exceed
the total time that has passed and the constraints that guarantee that every job is used once.∑

j∈Ji

∑b
t=1 pi,j · xi,j,t ≤ b for i ∈ I, b ∈ B∑

i∈Ij ,b∈B xi,j,b = 1 for j ∈ J

And finally, the binary constraints on xi,j,b, zi,k,b, yi,k,b and Invi,k,b and the nonnegativity con-
straint on Fi,k1,k2,b.

The objective function of the problem is as follows.∑
i∈I,k∈Ki,b∈B

yi,k,b (4.1)

Also one other constraint is given, to strengthen the (initial) lower bound of the LP-relaxation.
Since we know the (theoretical) lower bound, we can require the solution to have at least this
value. There, we get the following constraint.∑

i∈I,k∈Ki,b∈B

yi,k,b ≥ |K| −m (4.2)

All these equations give a mixed integer program with O(nmT + |K|2mT ) variables, O(nmT ) of
them binary, assuming that there are at most as many stock types as there are jobs (which is quite
reasonable since all stock types that do not have a job associated with them can be ignored) and
O(nmT ) constraints.
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4.3 Results

Now that this integer program has been formulated, the results of the schedules it generates can
be compared to the results from the previous chapter. Again, the same data set is used as the
one that was used in chapter 3, in other words appendix A. The results that are given in table 3.1
are extended with the number of stock changes that each of the previously generated schedules
has. Also the results from the schedule generated by this new formulation are added. Again, the
scheduling within the blocks is done on the difference in SUC values of the jobs. In figure 4.1
the schedule corresponding to the minimal number of stock changes that is generated in this way
is shown. It can be seen that the number of stock changes in this schedule is not the same as
the theoretical minimum number of stock changes. It might seem strange that the schedule for
the minimal number of stock changes that is generated by (4.1) needs two extra stock changes
compared to the (theoretical) optimal value. This is a result of scheduling on the difference in
SUC values when scheduling the jobs that are assigned to a certain block.

Minimisation criterion Completion SUC Due Dates Stock

Time Changes

Optimal 335.6 0 0 9

Completion Time (3.1) 335.6 967.84 22 112

SUC (3.2) 422.4 0 6 78

Due Dates (3.3) 459.10 641.98 0 93

Stock Changes (4.1) 442.2 1022.84 34 13

λ = 0 (3.4) 459.1 641.98 0 93

λ = 0.1 428.3 0 0 80

λ = 0.2 428.3 0 0 80

λ = 0.3 428.3 0 0 80

λ = 0.4 428.3 0 0 80

λ = 0.5 428.3 0 0 80

λ = 0.6 428.3 0 0 80

λ = 0.7 428.3 0 0 80

λ = 0.8 428.3 0 0 80

λ = 0.9 428.3 0 0 80

λ = 1 422.4 0 6 78

Actual Realisation 553.4 3083.65 47 20

Table 4.1: More results using the instance of appendix A

Figure 4.1: The schedule corresponding to a minimal stock changes schedule

Instead of scheduling while looking at the SUC values, it is also possible to schedule in such a
way that the amount of stock changes in a block is actually taken into consideration. If all jobs
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of the same stock type are grouped together and these groups are scheduled instead, the number
of stock changes will actually reach a much better value. In case formulation (4.1) is used, the
number of stock changes will be minimal. For other formulations, they probably won’t be optimal,
but at the very least they will be better. Using this way of scheduling, the results are actually
pretty different. See table 4.2 for these results. In figure 4.2b, the schedule generated in this way
is shown for formulation (4.1).

Minimisation criterion Completion SUC Due Dates Stock

Time Changes

Optimal 335.6 0 0 9

Completion Time (3.1) 335.6 967.84 22 112

SUC (3.2) 422.5 0 6 61

Due Dates (3.3) 459.4 754.60 0 62

Stock Changes (4.1) 441.9 1085.10 44 9

λ = 0 (3.4) 459.4 754.60 0 62

λ = 0.1 428.8 0 0 65

λ = 0.2 428.8 0 0 65

λ = 0.3 428.8 0 0 65

λ = 0.4 428.8 0 0 65

λ = 0.5 428.8 0 0 65

λ = 0.6 428.8 0 0 65

λ = 0.7 428.8 0 0 65

λ = 0.8 428.8 0 0 65

λ = 0.9 428.8 0 0 65

λ = 1 422.5 0 6 61

Actual Realisation 553.4 3083.65 47 20

Table 4.2: Results when scheduling on stock types instead of SUC

(a) The schedule for the minimal amount of stock changes, scheduled on difference in SUC

(b) The schedule for the minimal amount of stock changes, scheduled on stock changes

Figure 4.2: Scheduling blocks in different ways gives different results
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4.4 Combining Programs

When looking at the results in table 4.1, it can be concluded that focusing on only one specific
optimisation criterion gives good results for that specific criterion, but it may lack somewhat for
the other criteria. Therefore it might be a good idea to look at schedules that consider more ob-
jectives. Due to the similar construction of the integer programs, they are quite easy to combine.
It just is a matter of combining the objective functions and constraints.

The objectives are combined in a similar way as in chapter 3.5. Again a value λ is used for
the weight of the Shipping Upgrade Costs and a value µ will be used for the weight of the due
jobs. The number of stock changes will get value 1− λ−µ. Thus the complete objective function
will be ∑

i∈I,j∈Ji,b∈B

xi,j,b(λ · SUCHj,b + µ · dHj,b) + (1− λ− µ)
∑

i∈I,k∈Ki,b∈B

yi,k,b (4.3)

Constraint (4.2) is also replaced by the following constraint, since there are more objectives to
consider that are each weighted.

(4.3) ≥ λ ·OptSUC + µ ·OptDD + (1− λ− µ) · (|K| −m) (4.4)

Note that OptSUC and OptDD are the optimal values for SUC en due dates as obtained by using
integer programs (3.2) and (3.3). Using this combined integer program several combinations of
λ and µ are evaluated. They are chosen in such a way that λ + µ is at most 1. When λ + µ is
less than 1, the stock changes are taken into account. For λ + µ = 1, the situation is the same
as for chapter 3.5. The schedules generated will have their focus on the number of stock changes.
In Appendix C the results for a few of these combinations can be found in one composite table.
Since the computing times of the schedules for this integer program take quite some time, the
calculation is terminated after five minutes and the best schedule it has at that point in time is
given. These schedules might therefore not be optimal, but at the very least they come close in
quite a few cases, as the solution values found only differ slightly from the optimal value.

When looking at these results, it can be seen that there can be quite reasonable schedules for
this instance. Take a look at for example λ = 0.4 and µ = 0.4. There is no SUC here, all the due
dates are realised and there are just a few extra stock changes needed. When comparing this to
one of the schedules generated by (3.2), (3.3) or (4.1), the amount of SUC is way better in all the
cases (except for (3.2), where it is the same). The number of missed due dates is also optimal and
the number of stock changes is way better than most of the previous integer programs (except for
(4.1)).

Now it is just a matter of choosing the right values for λ and µ such that the worth of one
stock change is in proportion to the worth of a missed due date and the worth of some extra SUC.
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(a) λ = 0, µ = 0.6

(b) λ = 0.1, µ = 0.1

(c) λ = 0.4, µ = 0.4

(d) λ = 0.5, µ = 0

Figure 4.3: Schedules corresponding to (4.3) with different values for λ and µ
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Chapter5
Comparing Schedules

In the previous chapters, several integer programs where constructed in order to optimise comple-
tion times, SUC, due dates and stock changes. In this chapter, comparisons will be made between
the integer program that combined most of them (i.e. (4.3)) and the schedules that were actually
created (and executed) by the supervisor during that same shift. Therefore, several more data
sets are taken into consideration, apart from the one given in appendix A. This way, the findings
can be stated with more confidence.

5.1 Initial settings

There are a lot of values for λ and µ that can be chosen in equation (4.3) to optimise the combined
value of SUC, due dates and stock changes. Due to the construction all choices where λ ≥ 0, µ ≥ 0
and λ+µ ≤ 1 are valid options. But quite a few of them are not reasonable to use.
Take for example λ = 0.9 and µ = 0.09 (this results in a weight of 0.01 for the stock changes. If
an existing schedule can be altered such that the SUC will go down with value 1, but at the cost
of 10 more stock changes, then this alteration will be made. Since the objective value related to
the SUC will decrease with 0.9 and the objective value related to the stock changes will increase
with 0.1. This leads to a total objective decrease of 0.8, which is better. But in practice, the profit
gained by decreasing the SUC by 1 will be completely lost by all the extra work generated by the
10 extra stock changes. Therefore, the values for λ and µ that are considered must be somewhat
related to practice in order to draw reasonable conclusions.

In order to describe the relation between the three mentioned objective values, the worth of
both SUC and due dates compared to one stock change will be given. From these relations, the
values for λ and µ can easily be determined. Since it would be quite a shame if the schedule that
is generated favours a decrease of 10 in SUC value over 10 stock changes, as the profit gained
in SUC would not outweigh the extra work gained by the stock changes. Therefore the worth of
SUC should be lower than the worth of a stock change. The number of due dates that can be
missed to decrease the stock changes should be lower than the value of SUC gained for the same
decrease in stock changes. A missed due date may lead to customer dissatisfaction (their products
are delivered late). This in contrast to SUC, were some extra costs are generated, but products
can still be delivered on time.

In the end, the values λ = 1/201 and µ = 100/201 were chosen. This implies that one stock
change has the same worth as 100 SUC or 1 due date. Therefore the values for λ and µ do satisfy
the conditions mentioned above. These values will be used in this chapter for all the schedules
that are generated.
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5.2 Results

In table 5.1 the results of a number of different data sets can be found. When generating the
schedules, they are scheduled while keeping their stock type in mind, similar to the results in
table 4.2. The first set of three columns in the table have the values that are generated by the
constructed model. The next set of three has the actual values, the value that has been generated
by the schedule constructed by the supervisor. When looking at the last three columns, the
difference between the actual schedule and the schedule that has been generated by equation (4.3)
can be seen.

SUC DD SC SUC DD SC SUC DD SC

1 2,24 0 10 3083,65 47 20 3081,41 47 10

2 0 0 11 121,82 4 17 121,82 4 6

3 0 0 9 1050,69 15 20 1050,69 15 11

4 3,82 0 11 696,07 72 16 692,25 72 5

5 0 0 10 688,05 27 16 688,05 27 6

6 0 0 13 168,83 2 21 168,83 2 8

7 2,39 0 13 937,95 22 22 935,56 22 9

8 3,37 0 14 1091,03 37 21 1087,66 37 7

9 0 0 11 914,21 36 18 914,21 36 7

10 0 0 12 459,81 21 17 459,81 21 5

11 0 0 13 442,14 2 13 442,14 2 0

12 1,45 0 15 905,21 28 16 903,76 28 1

13 36,95 0 13 2182,75 24 23 2145,8 24 10

14 66,55 0 12 9998,18 70 18 9931,63 70 6

15 69,63 0 14 10579,7 84 15 10510,07 84 1

16 0 0 12 0 0 21 0 0 9

17 0 0 12 0 0 20 0 0 8

18 0 0 11 0 0 20 0 0 9

19 0 0 12 0 0 26 0 0 14

20 0 0 11 0 0 17 0 0 6

21 0 0 10 0 0 14 0 0 4

22 0 0 11 0 0 19 0 0 8

Table 5.1: The results generated when comparing the schedules of shifts. The first set of columns
contains the values that are generated by equation (4.3), the second set contains the values of
the actual schedule and the third set the difference between the two (actual - generated). The
abbreviation DD stands for Due Dates and SC stands for Stock Changes.

In most cases, both the value for SUC and due dates (DD) has decreased significantly. Even
the number of stock changes (SC) has dropped in all the cases. Therefore we can conclude that
these results indicate that the schedules that are generated by equation (4.3) are better than the
schedule a supervisor will come up with.

One thing to note is that the last few schedules do not have any gain in both SUC in due dates.
The difference of these schedules compared to the others is that these are schedules generated for
late shifts instead of early ones. When looking at the times corresponding to SUCHj,b and dHj,b,
almost all these time are before the start of the shift. Therefore these will always be incurred,
no matter how the jobs are scheduled, thus they are not of interest to our problem. Since that is
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the case, these values are ignored for the computations. The results for these schedules indicate
that the profit that can be gained in the late shifts is less compared to the profit from the early
shift. But there are still some improvements in the number of stock changes that can be gained
by using the constructed programs. When looking at the average gains purely in the early shifts,
we see that on average there is a savings of around 1000 in SUC, around 25 products less miss
their due date and the number of stock changes decreases by 6. These numbers show that there
is quite some value to gain by introducing these new schedules.
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Chapter6
Discussions

In this chapter, some attempts to speed up the solving time of the integer program related to
(4.3) is discussed. Furthermore, some more considerations for further research into the subject are
given, with some of them specific to the situation at .

6.1 Speeding up

As was mentioned before, the integer program that uses objective function (4.3) is terminated
after five minutes if it has not found the optimal solution at that point (or if it does not know
yet that it is optimal). In order to find the optimal solution within these five minutes, several
attempts were made to speed up the computation time.

6.1.1 Column Generation

One of the approaches tried is column generation. The method was used as follows. First, the
original problem is solved as if it was an ordinary linear program (i.e. all the integer constraints
were relaxed). From this solution, a few parameters are initialised that define a pattern on a
machine. These are number of stock changes that happen on the machine, a certain stock type
is used on the machine in a certain block, the time that is used for a stock type in a block and
the stock type that starts in a block. A set of patterns is initialised. In the beginning, only the
patterns that have no stock changes, use only 1 stock type (thus that stock type starts in every
block and is used in every block) and have all their time (i.e. 480 minutes) in the last block,
are taken into consideration. For each property, a constraint is constructed using a nonnegative
variable γp, (p is an element of the set of eligible patterns). The constraint is constructed such that
the sum of γp times the value of that pattern for a property is at least the amount corresponding
to the value the property has in the relaxed solution (minus some excess variable). The γp are
chosen such that they sum to 1. Then the sum of all the excess variables is minimised. Using the
shadow price of these constraints, the best pattern to add is generated and added to the set of
patterns. These steps are repeated till the pattern that is added is the same as the previous one.
Then from this a new constraint can be added to the original problem.

When this method is actually implemented, the model first needs to generate some constraints
and after that, the original problem is solved. But before we actually see some improvement in
the schedule that is generated, the column generation part has to run for quite some time. This
renders the time gained by using the column generation method completely useless since it is used
to actually run the column generation part. Actually, the complete preprocessing time is way
longer than the time that is gained by using it to find a better solution (if it finds a better solution
at all). And in practice, that makes the use of this method quite futile.
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6.1.2 Relaxing variables

Another attempt was to relax only the variable xi,j,b and then solve the system. The idea behind
this approach is that this eliminates a lot of the integer variables. The hope is that this relaxation
will simplify the problem enough to be easily solvable. If the program is solved with xi,j,b relaxed,
then some of the variables still have a value that is between 0 and 1. For example, x1,7,2 = 0.875
and x1,7,4 = 0.125. A way to solve this is to slightly rearrange the jobs that do not have a 1 value
yet. In the case of the example, the solution would be simple, just act as if the whole job is solved
in the latest block (so the highest value of b where xi,j,b is nonzero, that would be block 4 in the
example). This solution is still feasible, since the time that the job used in the earlier block has
been ‘freed’, making it available for use in the later block. This shift might generate some extra
costs, but the number of jobs that are influenced in this way is limited. This therefore gives a
heuristic to the problem. The problem is that there are also instances where the job is spread
over more machines (i.e. x1,7,2 = 0.875 and x2,7,2 = 0.125). This case cannot be solved by simply
rearranging the jobs on a machine, since they are still divided over several machines in that case.
Therefore a few different approaches were tested.

The first one solves the relaxed problem and then fixes all the xi,j,b that have value 1. The
non-relaxed version is then solved, giving a solution for the last few values of xi,j,b. The second
only fixes the machine for the variables xi,j,b that have a value 1. For clarification, if x1,4,3 = 1,
then the values for xi,4,b, where i 6= 1 will be fixed (to 0). The third one somewhat fixes the block
where a job has to be completed. If xi′,j′,b′ = 1, then it fixes all the other xi′,j′,b′ to 0, except for
xi′,j′,b′+1 and xi′,j′,b′−1. Therefore these jobs might still be shifted around slightly to give some
slack in the solution.

When testing these three methods, first the relaxation was run for five minutes, after which it
was terminated. This was done to compare the results in a fair way. For all of the instances used,
the relaxation was terminated due to the time running out. Then some variables were fixed and
the non-relaxed version of the algorithm is run. For the instances that were used, the running time
of the first method is the fastest. When the variables are fixed, it has its optimal solution within
a few seconds. The third method is slightly slower, but it also has its solution after a few seconds.
The second method does not necessarily generate its optimal solution within a few seconds. It
might be the case that it does not know if it is optimal even after five minutes. This method is the
slowest of the three. When looking at the quality of the solutions, the second method gives the best
schedules, followed by the third and then the first method. In some cases they are slightly better
than the schedule generated without relaxation, but in other they are slightly worse. Therefore,
relaxation might give some better results, but this need not be the case. If this method is used,
then the advice would be to use the third method to fix the variables.

6.1.3 Setting an upper bound on stock changes

One further attempt made to speed up was to add an extra constraint to the problem. Since
most schedules are not desirable, due to the amount of stock changes they have, a constraint that
bounded the number of stock changes from above is added to the problem. This way, the space
where the algorithm has to search for a solution is diminished and it finds its optimum therefore
faster.

The results generated when adding this constraint vary a lot. In almost all cases, it is termi-
nated after five minutes, since the LP-bound and the solution value do not yet coincide. There
are a few cases though, were it knows it has found the optimal solution. Therefore it seems that
adding an upper bound does give some additional value. The quality of the solutions that are
generated by the also differs greatly, some of them are optimal, some of them are slightly better,
but there are also solutions that are way worse when compared to the solution generated without
the upper bound. Tightening the upper bound also gives varying results. Sometimes the tight
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bound is better, some times it isn’t.

One extreme case to consider is taking the upper bound equal to the lower bound. Using this does
give results that generate a lot of SUC and more missed due dates than the results with the other
upper bounds (or no upper bound at all), if it gives a result at all. It might be the case that after
five minutes, still no feasible solution is found. Therefore, using this constraint is something that
should not be done.

Combining the bound constraint with the relaxation of xi,j,b, the results also vary. The com-
putations are still terminated after five minutes (also in the case were only the upper bound did
find the optimal solution in less time) and the solutions found in this time vary, with some of
them better and some of them worse. The pattern noticed in the previous section does propagate
though (the fixing on machines is slowest, but gives the best results; the complete fixing is fastest,
but gives the worst results).

6.1.4 Prioritising variables

The last attempt that was made to find the optimal solution more quickly was to prioritise one
of the variables in the branching process. Priority was given to three different variables (each of
them separately). The prioritised variables are yi,k,b, xi,j,b and zi,k,b.

When adding the priorities on yi,k,b, the problem is still terminated after five minutes due to
the time constraint. And in most of the cases, the solution it has after these five minutes is worse
than the solution the original problem had. With both the relaxation and priority, the solutions
that are found are (generally) better than the one found without the relaxation. But in general
they are worse than the relaxation solutions found without prioritising. When adding the upper
bound constraint, there are some solutions that are better, but there are also solutions that are
worse. It differs per case what the best option of the two is. And in general, finding a solution
for the relaxation takes some more time. Therefore it does not seem like a good idea to add the
priorities on yi,k,b.

Adding priorities to xi,j,b does also not let the program terminate within five minutes. The
results are similar or worse to the results gained without the priority. Combining this priority
with an upper bound constraint gives similar results for both situations. A few cases give slightly
better results, but most are slightly worse.

That leaves the priority on zi,k,b. Similar to the case where priority was on xi,j,b, the programs
still do no terminate within five minutes and the results are similar or worse. Adding the bound
constraint does not give a better solution in most of the cases, for both a strict and a less strict
bound. Also adding the relaxation of xi,j,b into the mix does give results that are slightly better
in most cases, but it still does not help with terminating the program within five minutes.

6.1.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, the methods mentioned in this section do not seem to improve the time it takes to
find a solution, and in general, it also does not find a better solution than the ‘ordinary’ case. In
most cases, the solution of the ordinary situation and the solution of the situation with something
added do not vary that much, both are still acceptable to use. One thing that should absolutely
not be done is adding a constraint that forces the upper bound of stock changes to be equal to
the lower bound. In all the cases, the solution that was found this way was way worse than the
ordinary case. Moreover, there were also a lot of situations were there was no solution after five
minutes of calculation. The combination that seems to score the best is adding priority on zi,k,b,
relaxing xi,j,b (in combination with fixing method three) and adding a tight bound on the number
of allowed stock changes.
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(a) Before the switch

(b) After the switch

Figure 6.1: A possible shift in the schedule to relocate the ‘down’-job to its correct spot

6.2 Further Research

One of the aspects that still has to be taken into consideration are down times. Sometimes a ma-
chine has some planned maintenance and therefore it is shut down during a shift. For the current
formulation this is easily solved, since a schedule has to be generated where one less machine is
available (the machine that is down).

It gets somewhat trickier when the machine is not down for the whole shift, for example when
there is a training of a few hours for new employees. Then there are still some hours left where
jobs can be scheduled on the machine. One solution is to just exclude the machine for the whole
shift. But then there is some time lost, which could have saved some expenses. Another solution
is to create one extra job, a so-called ‘down’-job, that has the same duration as the planned down
time and can only be processed on the machine that is down. Giving this job a very high SUC
value and/or a lot of missed due dates at the end of the planned time forces it to be planned at
that point in time (either SUC or due dates have to be considered in the objective function). It
might be planned earlier by the integer program, but then its execution can be delayed. Jobs that
were planned in the time that this ‘down’-job now occupies can be placed before it, since some
empty space has been created there. Look at figure 6.1 for a visualisation of this shift. Switching
will not deteriorate the schedule, since the jobs will be switched in such a way that they either are
put in front of the ‘down’-job in the same order (and thus earlier than they initially were planned)
or they are kept in the same place. This can only improve their SUC and the number of missed
due dates. Worst case, it generates one extra stock change. The ‘down’-job itself will not actually
generate SUC and DD, its values are there to enforce its position in the schedule somewhat more.

When a machine breaks down during a shift, the schedule has to be recalculated. The horizon
over which to plan is smaller and all the jobs that have already been scheduled can be removed
from the target set. The schedule has to be generated with one machine less (since one machine
broke down) and this gives a new schedule for the current situation.

Another aspect to consider are the employee breaks. During a shift an employee has a break
of half an hour. During this break no work will be done by him or her. Since the machine needs
an operator, there will be a period of around half an hour where productivity is lower (it is not
necessarily zero, as there are more operators that can alternate their breaks). To simulate this
break, a new job needs to be introduced for each machine. This ‘break’-job is constructed in the
same way as the ‘down’-job described earlier. When using this construction the break will be
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taken into account. Jobs can also be switched around without negatively influencing the schedule
(assuming that the ‘break’ will not be placed earlier). Another solution is to first fix the last half

an hour of a shift or equivalently, changing the constraint
∑

j∈Ji

∑b
t=1 pi,j · xi,j,t ≤ b becomes∑

j∈Ji

∑8
t=1 pi,j · xi,j,t ≤ 7.5 for b = 8. And second, change the parameters for SUC en DD such

that the times that are due after the start of the break are reduced with half an hour (the break
length). This effectively removing half an hour from the schedule, which is automatically placed
at the right time.

With the current assumptions, a machine is consider to be ‘empty’ when a shift start and the
first stock type does not generate a stock change. But in actuality, the machine has some stock
type assigned to it, the stock type that was printed last on it in the previous shift. Therefore this
should be the initial stock type that is loaded on the machine. With the current implementation,
this is fairly easy to add. Just fix the values for zi,k,0 to 1 if k is the last stock type of the previous
shift and fix it to 0 otherwise.

When a job is printed, there is still a whole process it has to undergo before it is actually finished.
These steps also influence the actual completion time (i.e. the time that a job is finished and can
be send to the customer) of a job. The times that are used now for both the SUC and the due
dates are times that are derived from the actual time it needs to be completed and the average
processing time of similar jobs in the past two weeks. This gives an estimate for the time which
printing should be finished. For example, if a job should be finished at 12:30, and the average
processing time for this particular job is 2 hours and 25 minutes, then the corresponding end
time for printing is 10:05. By actually taking the post-printing steps into consideration with the
scheduling, the real end times can be taken into account instead of the estimated printing end
times. Effectively, this makes it a job shop environment (Jm), instead of a parallel machines
environment (Rm).

The printing order also influences the times it takes for jobs to finish the rest of their production
process (all the steps after printing). If all the jobs that need a lot of time for the post-printing
processes are done at the end of the shift, then the early jobs will finish pretty fast, but the jobs
at the end will have to wait a long time before they are processed. Furthermore, at the beginning
of the shift the people that are doing this post-processing have almost nothing to do, while they
have to struggle to keep up with everything at the end of the shift. Therefore, it would be a good
idea to spread the big jobs somewhat over the shift (or at the very least, have some of them at
the beginning of the shift).
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AppendixA
An Example Data Set

This appendix contains one instance with all of the data that is needed for the scheduling problems
referenced in this thesis. The first list contains some of the basic quantities. Total time is the
length of a shift, the length of the planning horizon. Starting time is the time the shift starts. In
this case it means that the shift starts at 6:00h and finishes eight hours later at 14:00h.

Number of jobs: 139

Number of machines: 5

Total time: 8

Number of stock types: 14

Starting time: 6

The following stock types appear in this instance.

130gsm (4.5pt) matte - no finish

170gsm (6pt) matte - no finish

170gsm Glossy

250gsm (9pt) matte - no finish

250gsm Glossy

300gsm Matte

300gsm matte - UV glossy Front

400gsm (16pt) satin matte - no finish

Glossy Sheet

Matte HW

Matte Recycled Paper

Maxi Gloss

Premium Glossy

Smooth Matte

The following jobs are part of this instance. For each job, the stock type corresponding to that
job and the number of sheets that have to be printed are also given. Furthermore, the actual end
time that the job had and the actual machine that printed the job are given.

Job Stock type Quantity End time Machine printed

1 Maxi Gloss 250 13:00 3

2 Maxi Gloss 500 12:41 3
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3 Maxi Gloss 1000 12:52 3

4 Glossy Sheet 250 7:19 3

5 Glossy Sheet 500 7:34 3

6 Maxi Gloss 500 13:28 5

7 Premium Glossy 250 8:57 4

8 Maxi Gloss 500 12:51 5

9 Maxi Gloss 500 11:21 1

10 Matte Recycled Paper 500 13:19 3

11 Matte Recycled Paper 250 13:49 3

12 Maxi Gloss 500 11:32 1

13 Maxi Gloss 1000 12:10 1

14 Maxi Gloss 1000 12:29 1

15 Maxi Gloss 5000 13:19 1

16 Maxi Gloss 1500 11:56 1

17 Maxi Gloss 1500 13:12 5

18 Maxi Gloss 1000 11:44 1

19 Maxi Gloss 1000 12:31 5

20 170gsm Glossy 500 12:00 2

21 170gsm Glossy 500 9:05 5

22 170gsm Glossy 1000 8:25 5

23 170gsm Glossy 250 13:15 2

24 170gsm Glossy 1000 11:18 2

25 170gsm Glossy 2500 11:51 2

26 170gsm Glossy 500 8:37 5

27 170gsm Glossy 500 12:39 2

28 170gsm Glossy 500 8:47 5

29 170gsm Glossy 250 12:52 2

30 170gsm Glossy 500 13:00 2

31 Glossy Sheet 100 6:21 3

32 Matte HW 250 12:42 4

33 Matte HW 250 11:28 4

34 Matte HW 500 12:19 4

35 Matte HW 500 11:43 4

36 Smooth Matte 250 6:20 5

37 Smooth Matte 250 10:46 1

38 Smooth Matte 250 9:26 1

39 Smooth Matte 500 6:28 5

40 Smooth Matte 500 9:36 1

41 Smooth Matte 1000 9:58 1

42 Premium Glossy 250 10:45 5

43 Premium Glossy 250 9:33 4

44 Premium Glossy 500 10:56 5

45 Premium Glossy 500 9:48 4

46 Premium Glossy 1000 10:14 4

47 Matte HW 100 12:29 4
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48 Matte HW 100 11:09 4

49 Smooth Matte 100 9:19 1

50 Premium Glossy 100 9:15 4

51 170gsm Glossy 500 10:54 2

52 Maxi Gloss 500 12:40 1

53 300gsm Matte 100 8:49 1

54 300gsm Matte 250 7:54 1

55 300gsm Matte 500 9:00 1

56 300gsm Matte 100 7:46 5

57 300gsm Matte 250 6:45 5

58 300gsm Matte 500 6:53 5

59 300gsm Matte 1000 7:08 5

60 300gsm Matte 250 10:57 1

61 300gsm Matte 500 11:03 1

62 Matte Recycled Paper 250 13:14 3

63 250gsm Glossy 1000 11:27 3

64 250gsm Glossy 500 11:15 3

65 250gsm Glossy 250 9:49 3

66 250gsm Glossy 500 8:25 3

67 250gsm Glossy 1000 8:46 3

68 250gsm Glossy 250 9:05 3

69 250gsm Glossy 1000 9:12 3

70 250gsm Glossy 2500 9:42 3

71 250gsm Glossy 1000 10:48 3

72 Maxi Gloss 250 11:12 1

73 Maxi Gloss 250 12:50 1

74 Maxi Gloss 250 12:20 1

75 250gsm Glossy 250 10:58 3

76 170gsm (6pt) matte - no finish 500 6:20 1

77 130gsm (4.5pt) matte - no finish 500 9:19 2

78 130gsm (4.5pt) matte - no finish 500 9:28 2

79 130gsm (4.5pt) matte - no finish 5000 10:45 2

80 130gsm (4.5pt) matte - no finish 250 7:35 2

81 130gsm (4.5pt) matte - no finish 500 7:46 2

82 170gsm (6pt) matte - no finish 1000 9:23 5

83 170gsm (6pt) matte - no finish 500 6:39 1

84 170gsm (6pt) matte - no finish 1000 6:49 1

85 170gsm (6pt) matte - no finish 2500 7:12 1

86 250gsm (9pt) matte - no finish 1000 12:14 5

87 250gsm (9pt) matte - no finish 250 11:54 3

88 130gsm (4.5pt) matte - no finish 1000 8:17 2

89 170gsm (6pt) matte - no finish 500 9:33 5

90 170gsm (6pt) matte - no finish 1000 9:51 5

91 250gsm (9pt) matte - no finish 1000 12:09 3

92 130gsm (4.5pt) matte - no finish 250 9:00 2
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93 130gsm (4.5pt) matte - no finish 250 8:25 2

94 250gsm (9pt) matte - no finish 500 12:12 3

95 250gsm (9pt) matte - no finish 500 11:47 3

96 250gsm (9pt) matte - no finish 250 11:40 3

97 130gsm (4.5pt) matte - no finish 250 9:09 2

98 130gsm (4.5pt) matte - no finish 250 8:38 2

99 130gsm (4.5pt) matte - no finish 500 8:49 2

100 170gsm (6pt) matte - no finish 500 7:25 1

101 250gsm (9pt) matte - no finish 250 12:19 3

102 250gsm (9pt) matte - no finish 500 12:29 3

103 170gsm Glossy 500 11:27 2

104 250gsm Glossy 250 11:06 3

105 Maxi Gloss 500 13:30 2

106 170gsm Glossy 250 13:08 2

107 250gsm Glossy 125 9:01 3

108 Glossy Sheet 250 7:48 3

109 170gsm Glossy 250 12:46 2

110 300gsm Matte 500 7:44 1

111 300gsm Matte 250 7:33 1

112 300gsm matte - UV glossy Front 500 8:40 4

113 300gsm matte - UV glossy Front 250 6:22 4

114 400gsm (16pt) satin matte - no finish 250 7:07 4

115 400gsm (16pt) satin matte - no finish 250 7:20 4

116 400gsm (16pt) satin matte - no finish 250 7:36 4

117 400gsm (16pt) satin matte - no finish 250 7:49 4

118 400gsm (16pt) satin matte - no finish 250 8:19 4

119 400gsm (16pt) satin matte - no finish 125 8:06 4

120 Glossy Sheet 250 7:24 3

121 Glossy Sheet 100 6:37 3

122 Glossy Sheet 100 6:43 3

123 Glossy Sheet 100 6:52 3

124 Glossy Sheet 100 6:58 3

125 Glossy Sheet 100 7:04 3

126 Glossy Sheet 100 7:11 3

127 Matte HW 250 12:48 4

128 Matte HW 250 12:01 4

129 Smooth Matte 250 6:35 5

130 Smooth Matte 250 9:45 1

131 170gsm Glossy 500 11:04 2

132 170gsm Glossy 500 12:10 2

133 170gsm Glossy 500 12:19 2

134 170gsm Glossy 500 12:28 2

135 300gsm Matte 500 9:10 1

136 300gsm Matte 250 7:19 5

137 300gsm Matte 250 7:40 5
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138 300gsm Matte 250 7:58 5

139 300gsm Matte 500 7:29 5

The following table contains all jobs with SUC and the times after which they would generate
SUC.

Job 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

1 8,92

2 16,74

3 72,12

4 6,08 38,7

5 56,4

6 4,2 0,13 2,81

8 16,25 3,44

9 16,25 3,44

12 1,1

14 54,9 11,42 18,8 6,84

15 25,8 35,8 201,74 230,66

16 19,77 30,93 92,07 11,16

17 19,77 30,93 92,07 11,16

18 33,4 44,56 13,92

19 33,4 44,56 13,92

20 20,41

21 9,91

22 3,68 25,88

23 14,72 8,39

24 3,68 25,88

26 19

27 19

29 6,8

31 17,97 7,77 76,61

32 12,9 2,39 71,11 38,85 14,39

33 12,9 2,39 71,11 38,85 14,39

34 74,89 41,9 39,5 90,42

35 74,89 41,9 39,5 90,42

36 4,2 0,4 2,19 18,23

37 4,2 0,4 2,19 18,23

38 4,2 0,4 2,19 18,23

39 20,24 0,94 3,2 43,38 29,64 15,04

40 20,24 0,94 3,2 43,38 29,64 15,04

41 21,12 6 137,12

42 20,73 20,66 41,06 13,02 25,64

43 20,73 20,66 41,06 13,02 25,64

44 90,36 13,28 102,7 47,92 30,8

45 90,36 13,28 102,7 47,92 30,8

46 42,64 126,56 15,92 9,62 57,44
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47 26,49 8,82 13,86 11,08 7,14

48 26,49 8,82 13,86 11,08 7,14

49 2,71 0,13 10,88 13,76 1

50 10,97 0,9 38,67 11,36 4,14 17,56

53 22,56 4,13 36,8 24,99 35,26

54 42,66 3,07 2,85 39,56 35,18 40,66

55 38,4 14,33 681,36 41,68 26,46

56 22,56 4,13 36,8 24,99 35,26

57 42,66 3,07 2,85 39,56 35,18 40,66

58 38,4 14,33 681,36 41,68 26,46

59 30,76 12,96 80,48 25,36

60 42,66 3,07 2,85 39,56 35,18 40,66

61 38,4 14,33 681,36 41,68 26,46

63 39,8 27 140,56 2,4

64 9,28 27,84

65 3,72

66 9,28 27,84

67 39,8 27 140,56 2,4

68 16,78

69 34,48 29,88 111,36 1,2 121,6

70 12,1 40,6 24,1

78 18,59

81 18,59

82 0,3 80,74

83 0,08 8,74 0,3

84 0,3 80,74

86 1,2 120,48

87 0,36 11,03

88 6,46 6,06 31,64 5,66

89 0,46 0,46 4,14

90 0,3

91 75,76 22,84 28,52 78,56

93 4,19

94 13,92

109 0,62 1,68

112 32,98

114 6,84

The next table contains all the jobs that have a due date in this shift and shows the number of
products in a job that hit their due date after a certain time.

Job 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

3 4 4

14 2

16 6

17 6
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18 4

19 4

21 1

22 2

24 2

32 7 1

33 7 1

34 1 3 7

35 1 3 7

36 1 5

37 1 5

38 1 5

39 4

40 4

41 1 4 4

42 3 1

43 3 1

44 2 14 6

45 2 14 6

46 4

47 4 3

48 4 3

50 1 1 2

53 4

54 4 1

55 2 2 2

56 4

57 4 1

58 2 2 2

59 8

60 4 1

61 2 2 2

63 4 4 4

67 4 4 4

68 2 2 1

69 8 20

80 1

82 2 2

84 2 2

85 5

87 1

89 1

93 1

103 4 1

109 1 1 1
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112 2

114 2

117 2

118 2

And finally some data on the machines. First, a list with the number of sheets a machine can
print of a certain stock type in an hour.

Stock type Sheets/hour 1 2 3 4 5

130gsm (4.5pt) matte - no finish 10000 10000 10000 8000 8000

170gsm (6pt) matte - no finish 10000 10000 10000 8000 8000

170gsm Glossy 10000 10000 10000 8000 8000

250gsm (9pt) matte - no finish 10000 10000 10000 8000 8000

250gsm Glossy 10000 10000 10000 8000 8000

300gsm Matte 10000 10000 10000 8000 8000

300gsm matte - UV glossy Front 10000 10000 10000 8000 8000

400gsm (16pt) satin matte - no finish 10000 10000 10000 8000 8000

Glossy Sheet 10000 10000 10000 8000 8000

Matte HW 10000 10000 10000 4000 4000

Matte Recycled Paper 10000 10000 10000 8000 8000

Maxi Gloss 10000 10000 10000 8000 8000

Premium Glossy 10000 10000 10000 8000 8000

Smooth Matte 10000 10000 10000 8000 8000

Then the setup times needed on a machine (in minutes) per stock type.

Stock type Setup time machine 1 2 3 4 5

130gsm (4.5pt) matte - no finish 7 7 7 10 10

170gsm (6pt) matte - no finish 7 7 7 10 10

170gsm Glossy 7 7 7 10 10

250gsm (9pt) matte - no finish 7 7 7 10 10

250gsm Glossy 7 7 7 10 10

300gsm Matte 7 7 7 10 10

300gsm matte - UV glossy Front 7 7 7 10 10

400gsm (16pt) satin matte - no finish 7 7 7 10 10

Glossy Sheet 7 7 7 10 10

Matte HW 7 7 7 20 20

Matte Recycled Paper 7 7 7 10 10

Maxi Gloss 7 7 7 10 10

Premium Glossy 7 7 7 10 10

Smooth Matte 7 7 7 10 10

And finally the machine eligibility constraints per stock type. The value 1 means a machine can
produce jobs of that stock type.

Stock type Eligible on machine 1 2 3 4 5

130gsm (4.5pt) matte - no finish 1 1 1 1 1
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170gsm (6pt) matte - no finish 1 1 1 1 1

170gsm Glossy 1 1 1 1 1

250gsm (9pt) matte - no finish 1 1 1 1 1

250gsm Glossy 1 1 1 1 1

300gsm Matte 1 1 1 1 1

300gsm matte - UV glossy Front 1 1 1 1 1

400gsm (16pt) satin matte - no finish 1 1 1 1 1

Glossy Sheet 1 1 1 1 1

Matte HW 0 0 1 1 1

Matte Recycled Paper 1 1 1 1 1

Maxi Gloss 1 1 1 1 1

Premium Glossy 1 1 1 1 1

Smooth Matte 1 1 1 1 1
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Combinatorics of Stock Changes

To compute the number of optimal schedules when looking at the stock changes, a little bit of
combinatorics is needed. We assume that we have m machines and |K| different stock types. The
number of jobs is irrelevant for this calculation, since we have grouped all jobs of the same stock
type together in one big job. Since we have machine environment Rm, it makes a difference if
stock type k is assigned to machine i1 or machine i2 (i1 6= i2). Therefore a schedule that assigns
stock type 1 to machine 1 and stock type 2 to machine 2 is different from a schedule that assigns
stock type 1 to machine 2 and vice versa.

First we construct a row containing all stock types. This row can be constructed in |K|! dif-
ferent ways. Now we assign the first part of the row to machine 1, the next part to machine 2, etc.
A different way to look at this assignment is by putting a bar between two stock types. This bar
signifies the end of the part that is scheduled on a machine. Since there has to be some assignment
to a machine, this bar cannot be placed in front of the first stock type and neither can it be placed
at the end after the last stock type. This leaves us with |K| − 1 spots to place a bar. Since there
are m machines, we need to place m − 1 bars to divide the stock types over all the m machines.
This gives us

(|K|−1
m−1

)
ways to choose m− 1 spots from all the |K| − 1 possible options. Note that

at most one bar may be placed on each spot, because there would be an empty machine otherwise.
Since this can be done for all the |K|! different rows and the assignment of the same set of stock

types to a different machine gives a different schedule, there are |K|! ·
(|K|−1

m−1
)

schedules in total.

This type of argument is called a stars and bars argument. In this case each stock type cor-
responds to a star and the bars divide what goes on which machine. Look at [7, p 37] or [13] for
some more examples using a stars and bars argument.
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Results for Stock Changes

CT SUC Due Date Stock

Changes

λ = 0 µ = 0 441,9 1085,1 44 9

µ = 0, 1 395,7 689,95 5 9

µ = 0, 2 442,9 374,99 0 10

µ = 0, 3 394,1 471,75 0 9

µ = 0, 4 412 713,77 0 9

µ = 0, 5 401,2 324,83 0 9

µ = 0, 6 453,3 413,04 0 9

µ = 0, 7 408 89,89 0 9

µ = 0, 8 428,3 475,47 0 9

µ = 0, 9 402,2 378,54 0 9

µ = 1 406,6 367,07 0 110

λ = 0, 1 µ = 0 391 0,46 5 10

µ = 0, 1 406,7 0,46 5 10

µ = 0, 2 409 0 0 11

µ = 0, 3 392,4 1,86 0 10

µ = 0, 4 395,4 0 0 11

µ = 0, 5 388,9 0,46 0 10

µ = 0, 6 392,6 0 0 11

µ = 0, 7 398,5 0,46 0 11

µ = 0, 8 394,4 0 0 11

µ = 0, 9 438,5 0 0 49

λ = 0, 2 µ = 0 399,6 0 5 10

µ = 0, 1 395,3 0,46 5 10

µ = 0, 2 407 1,44 0 10

µ = 0, 3 401,6 0,46 0 11

µ = 0, 4 394,3 0 0 11

µ = 0, 5 394 0 0 11

µ = 0, 6 394,6 0 0 11

µ = 0, 7 418,7 0 0 11

µ = 0, 8 415,1 0 0 64
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λ = 0, 3 µ = 0 393,3 0 5 11

µ = 0, 1 387,4 0,46 0 10

µ = 0, 2 398 0 0 12

µ = 0, 3 391,7 0,46 0 10

µ = 0, 4 395,7 0 0 11

µ = 0, 5 413,9 0 0 11

µ = 0, 6 391,4 0 0 11

µ = 0, 7 393,3 0 0 47

λ = 0, 4 µ = 0 398,8 1,1 6 10

µ = 0, 1 408,2 0 5 11

µ = 0, 2 402,8 0 0 11

µ = 0, 3 393,9 0 0 11

µ = 0, 4 389,9 0 0 11

µ = 0, 5 389,4 0 0 12

µ = 0, 6 420,9 0 0 60

λ = 0, 5 µ = 0 393,8 0,76 8 9

µ = 0, 1 421,5 0,46 0 12

µ = 0, 2 396,9 0 0 12

µ = 0, 3 404,2 0 0 11

µ = 0, 4 399,2 0 0 11

µ = 0, 5 403,8 0 0 42

λ = 0, 6 µ = 0 404,2 0 6 10

µ = 0, 1 403,4 0 0 11

µ = 0, 2 399,9 0 0 11

µ = 0, 3 403,9 0 0 11

µ = 0, 4 411,9 0 0 45

λ = 0, 7 µ = 0 395,6 0 8 11

µ = 0, 1 427,3 0 0 12

µ = 0, 2 408,6 0 0 12

µ = 0, 3 406,5 0 0 67

λ = 0, 8 µ = 0 400,2 0 5 10

µ = 0, 1 389,5 0 0 11

µ = 0, 2 437,5 0 0 44

λ = 0, 9 µ = 0 396,5 0 5 11

µ = 0, 1 392,4 0 0 41

λ = 1 µ = 0 425,4 0 5 59
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Some Code in AIMMS

To verify the models used in this thesis, the mathematical modelling tool AIMMS was used. While
constructing all the different models in AIMMS, the AIMMS user’s guide[5], the AIMMS language
reference[4] and the AIMMS function reference[1] were used to help with all the modelling. In
this appendix the relation between the AIMMS objects and the IP related objects (as given in the
section Notation, if possible). Also some of the procedures and the thoughts behind steps in them
will be given. The solver that is used in the models is CPLEX 12.8.

D.1 Objects

The following table gives all the objects that can be initialised when the instance data is given.

AIMMS object Type of object Corresponding object

NumberOfJobs Parameter n

NumberOfMachines Parameter m

NumberOfStocktypes Parameter |K|
TotalTimeHour Parameter T

StartingTime ElementParameter The time the shift starts

MinimalStockChanges Parameter |K|−m, the minimal number of
stock changes

Jobs Set J

Machines Set I

TimeHour Set An integer set containing the
list of hours

Positions Set L

Blocks Set B

Stocktype Set K

StocktypeJob(j) ElementParameter kj

Depth(j) Parameter The number of sheets that need
to be printed for job j

SUC(j,t) Parameter The amount of SUC job j gets
at time t

SUCH(j,t) Parameter SUCHj,b

Deadline(j,t) Parameter The number of orders in job j
that miss their due date at time
t
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DeadlineH(j,t) Parameter DHj,b

MachineSpeed(i,k) Parameter The speed at which machine i
produces stock type k (in sheets
per hour)

SetupTime(i,k) Parameter Setup time needed for stock
type k on machine i

ProcessingTime(i,j) Parameter The processing time of job j
on machine i, pi,j = Depth(j)
/ MachineSpeed(i, Stocktype-
Job(j))

ProducableStock(i,k) Binary Parameter Stock type k can be produced
on machine i

Produceable(i,j) Binary Parameter Job j can be produced on ma-
chine i

EligibleJobs(i) Set The set of jobs that can be pro-
duced on machine i, Ji

EligibleMachines(j) Set The set of machines that can
produce job j, Mj

JobsWithSameStock(k) Set The set of jobs that has stock
type k, Jk

EligibleStocktypes(i) Set The set of stock types that can
be produced on machine i, Ki

EligibleMachines2(k) Set The set of machines that can
produce stock type k, Mk

ActualEnd(j) Parameter The end time of the job j in the
actual schedule

ActualMachine(j) Parameter The machine that processed job
j in the actual schedule

Next, all the objects that are needed for the construction of the models mentioned in chapter 3
are introduced.

AIMMS object Type of object Corresponding object

JobatMachineOnPosition(i,j,l) Binary Variable xi,j,l

TotalCompletionTime Variable The objective function of (3.1),∑
i∈I,j∈Ji,l∈L l · pi,j · xi,j,l

EachJobOnce(j) Constraint
∑

i∈Mj ,l∈L xi,j,l = 1 for j ∈ J
AtMostOneJobEachTime(i,l) Constraint

∑
j∈Ji

xi,j,l ≤ 1 for i ∈ I, l ∈ L

JobFinishInBlock(i,j,b) Binary Variable xi,j,b

TotalSUC Variable The objective function of (3.2),∑
i∈I,j∈Ji,b∈B xi,j,b · SUCHj,b

TotalDeadlineMissed Variable The objective function of (3.3),∑
i∈I,j∈Ji,b∈B xi,j,b · dHj,b

EveryJobUsedOnce(j) Constraint
∑

i∈Mj ,b∈B xi,j,b = 1 for j ∈ J
BlockSize Constraint

∑
j∈Ji

∑b
t=1 pi,j · xi,j,t ≤ b for

i ∈Mj , b ∈ B
SUCweight Parameter Weight parameter for SUC

DeadlineWeight Parameter Weight parameter for due dates
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TotalSUCandDeadline Variable The objective function of (3.4)

lambda Set A set containing the integers 0
up till (and including) 10

And for the models in chapter 4, the following objects are needed.

AIMMS object Type of object Corresponding object

StockChangeInBlock(i,k,b) Binary Variable yi,k,b

FirstStockInBlock(i,k,b) Binary variable zi,k,b

OtherStockInBlock(i,k,b) Variable ai,k,b

Inventory(i,k,b) Binary Variable Invi,k,b

Flow(i,k1,k2,b) Nonnegative Vari-
able

Fi,k1,k2,b

TotalSC Variable The objective function of (4.1)

OnlyOneFirstStock(i,b) Constraint
∑

k∈Ki
zi,k,b ≤ 1 for i ∈ I, b ∈

B

FlowEqual(i,k1,b) Constraint
∑

k2∈Ki
Fi,k1,k2,b =∑

k2∈Ki
Fi,k2,k1,b for i ∈ I,

k1 ∈ Ki, b ∈ B
FlowBackOnce(i,b) Constraint

∑
k1∈Ki

∑k1

k2∈Ki
Fi,k1,k2,b ≤ 1

for i ∈ I, b ∈ B
FlowThroughUsed(i,k1,b) Constraint

∑
k2∈Ki

Fi,k1,k2,b = Invi,k1,b for
i ∈ I, k1 ∈ K, b ∈ B

cStockInBlock(i,j,b) Constraint yi,kj ,b ≥ xi,j,b − zi,kj ,b for i ∈ I,
j ∈ Ji, b ∈ B

cStockFirstLast(i,k,b) Constraint yi,k,b ≥ zi,k,b+1−zi,k,b for i ∈ I,
k ∈ Ki, b ∈ B

cMoreStock(i,k,b) Constraint yi,k,b ≥ ai,k,b for i ∈ I, k ∈ Ki,
b ∈ B

cInventory1(i,k,b) Constraint Invi,k,b ≥ yi,k,b for i ∈ I, k ∈
Ki, b ∈ B

cInventory2(i,k,b) Constraint Invi,k,b ≥ zi,k,b+1 for i ∈ I, k ∈
Ki, b ∈ B

MinChanges Constraint Constraint (4.2)

Mu Set A set containing the integers 0
up till (and including) 10

Combination Variable The objective function of (4.3)

cCombination Constraint Constraint (4.4)
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D.2 Procedures

There needs to be some procedure that reads and initialises all the data. This procedure is as follows.

Procedure ReadInData {

Reset;

Spreadsheet::SetActiveSheet(DataFileName,"Initial Data");

Spreadsheet::RetrieveValue(DataFileName, NumberOfJobs, "B10");

Spreadsheet::RetrieveValue(DataFileName, NumberOfMachines, "B11");

Spreadsheet::RetrieveValue(DataFileName, TotalTimeHour, "B12");

Spreadsheet::RetrieveValue(DataFileName, NumberOfStocktypes, "B13");

Spreadsheet::RetrieveValue(DataFileName, StartingTime, "B30");

Jobs := {1..NumberOfJobs};

Machines := {1..NumberOfMachines};

TimeHour := {0..max(18,TotalTimeHour)};

Positions := {1..NumberOfJobs};

Blocks := {0..TotalTimeHour};

MinimalStockChanges := NumberOfStocktypes - NumberOfMachines;

Spreadsheet::RetrieveValue(DataFileName, StocktypeRange, "B18");

Spreadsheet::RetrieveValue(DataFileName, JobRange, "B19");

Spreadsheet::RetrieveValue(DataFileName, StocktypeJobRange, "B20");

Spreadsheet::RetrieveValue(DataFileName, DepthRange, "B21");

Spreadsheet::RetrieveValue(DataFileName, TimeRange, "B22");

Spreadsheet::RetrieveValue(DataFileName, SUCRange, "B23");

Spreadsheet::RetrieveValue(DataFileName, MachineRange, "B24");

Spreadsheet::RetrieveValue(DataFileName, SpeedRange, "B25");

Spreadsheet::RetrieveValue(DataFileName, DeadlineRange, "B27");

Spreadsheet::RetrieveValue(DataFileName, JobRangeSUC, "B28");
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Spreadsheet::RetrieveValue(DataFileName, JobRangeDueDates, "B32");

Spreadsheet::RetrieveValue(DataFileName, TimeRangeDueDates, "B33");

Spreadsheet::RetrieveValue(DataFileName, ProcessedOnRange, "B35");

Spreadsheet::RetrieveValue(DataFileName, ProcessTimeRange, "B36");

Spreadsheet::SetActiveSheet(DataFileName, "Stock");

Spreadsheet::RetrieveSet(DataFileName, Stocktype, StocktypeRange);

Spreadsheet::SetActiveSheet(DataFileName, "Jobs");

Spreadsheet::RetrieveTable(DataFileName, StocktypeJob, StocktypeJobRange, JobRange);

Spreadsheet::RetrieveTable(DataFileName, Depth, DepthRange, JobRange);

Spreadsheet::RetrieveTable(DataFileName, ActualEnd, ProcessTimeRange, JobRange);

Spreadsheet::RetrieveTable(DataFileName, ActualMachine, ProcessedOnRange, JobRange);

Spreadsheet::SetActiveSheet(DataFileName, "PivotDueDates");

Spreadsheet::RetrieveTable(DataFileName, Deadline, DeadlineRange, JobRangeDueDates,

TimeRangeDueDates);

DeadlineH(j,0) := Deadline(j,StartingTime);

for(th in TimeHour) do

DeadlineH(j,th) := DeadlineH(j,th-1) + Deadline(j,th+StartingTime-1);

endfor;

Spreadsheet::SetActiveSheet(DataFileName, "PivotSUC");

Spreadsheet::RetrieveTable(DataFileName, SUC, SUCRange, JobRangeSUC, TimeRange);

SUCH(j,0) := SUC(j,StartingTime);

for(th in TimeHour) do

SUCH(j,th) := SUCH(j,th-1) + SUC(j,th+StartingTime-1);

endfor;
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Spreadsheet::SetActiveSheet(DataFileName, "MachineSpeed");

Spreadsheet::RetrieveTable(DataFileName, MachineSpeed, SpeedRange, StocktypeRange, MachineRange);

Spreadsheet::SetActiveSheet(DataFileName, "SetupTimes");

Spreadsheet::RetrieveTable(DataFileName, SetupTime, SpeedRange, StocktypeRange, MachineRange);

SetupTime(i,k) := SetupTime(i,k)/60;

Spreadsheet::SetActiveSheet(DataFileName, "Produceable");

Spreadsheet::RetrieveTable(DataFileName, ProduceableStock, SpeedRange, StocktypeRange,

MachineRange);

Produceable(i,j) := ProduceableStock(i,StocktypeJob(j));

EligibleJobs(i) := {j | Produceable(i,j)=1};

EligibleMachines(j) := {i | Produceable(i,j)=1};

JobsWithSameStock(k) := {j | StocktypeJob(j) = k};

EligibleStocktypes(i) := {k | ProduceableStock(i,k) = 1};

EligibleMachines2(k) := {i | ProduceableStock(i,k) = 1};

Spreadsheet::CloseWorkbook(DataFileName, 0);

}

Note that all the range parameters are specific to the data set and reset is a procedure that empties all parameters, sets and
variables. Also, take notice of the peculiar construction of TimeHour. This is done this way, since the time stamp of SUC and
due dates can go up to 18.00h (after six P.M. no more carriers are leaving till the next day). Since these values are appearing
in the data, the model must be able to cope with them. Thus there must be a time set that contains these higher values. Also
note the use of StartingTime in SUCH and DeadlineH. Only the SUC and Deadlines that are generated during the shift are
necessary for the problem. By constructing the parameters SUCH and DeadlineH in this way, the values in them correspond
to the first hour up to the last hour of the shift.

Most procedures for solving the models of chapter 3 are pretty straightforward (since they consist of only one solve state-
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ment), therefore they won’t be mentioned here. For formulation (3.4), the procedure is slightly less straightforward.

Procedure MinSUCandDeadlineLambda {

for (lam in lambda) do

SUCweight := lam/10;

DeadlineWeight := 1 - lam/10;

StatusMessage(FormatString("lambda = %i", lam));

empty JobFinishInBlock;

solve MinimizeSUCDeadline;

GanttSchedulingSUC;

paraCT(lam) := CT_for_this_schedule;

paraSUC(lam) := SUC_for_this_schedule;

paraDeadline(lam) := DeadlineMissed_for_this_schedule;

paraStockChanges(lam) := TotalStockchanges;

endfor;

StatusMessage("");

}

The procedure here is used to get the values used in (for example) table 3.1. As this needs the values 0, 1/10, ..., 1 for filling
the table, the procedure loops through these values and solves it each time with the corresponding value for that iteration. The
procedure GanttSchedulingSUC will be explained somewhat further and para*(lam) are parameters used to store information
on the schedules for each value of λ. The status message are to show an user in which part of the loop the program currently
is.

The procedures for solving the problems in chapter 4 are again fairly straightforward. The procedure that covers some of
the convex combinations (all the fractions of ten) for the objective function (4.3) works as follows.
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Procedure SolveCombinationAll {

empty paraCT2, paraSUC2, paraDeadline2, paraStockChanges2, paraStartTime, paraEndTime;

for (lam in lambda, muu in mu) do

if (muu <= (10 - lam)) then

SUCweight := lam/10;

DeadlineWeight := muu/10;

StatusMessage(FormatString("lambda = %i, mu = %i", lam, muu));

empty JobFinishInBlock, FirstStocktypeBlock, StocktypeInBlock, OtherStockInBlock, Inventory,

Flow;

MyGMP := GMP::Instance::Generate(MinCombination);

GMP::Instance::SetCPUSecondsLimit(MyGMP, 300);

Session := GMP::Instance::CreateSolverSession(myGMP);

GMP::Solution::RetrieveFromModel(myGMP,1);

GMP::Solution::SendToSolverSession(Session, 1);

GMP::SolverSession::Execute(Session);

GMP::Solution::RetrieveFromSolverSession(Session, 1);

GMP::Solution::SendToModel(myGMP, 1);

GanttSchedulingSUC;

paraCT2(lam,muu) := CT_for_this_schedule;

paraSUC2(lam,muu) := SUC_for_this_schedule;

paraDeadline2(lam,muu) := DeadlineMissed_for_this_schedule;

paraStockChanges2(lam,muu) := TotalStockchanges;

paraStartTime(j,lam,muu) := StartTime(j);

paraEndTime(j,lam,muu) := EndTime(j);
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paraAssigned2(i,j,lam,muu) := Assigned(i,j);

endif;

endfor;

StatusMessage("");

}

This procedure is quite similar to the previously explained procedure MinSUCandDeadlineLambda. It starts with emptying
some parameters (those are used to store some values for the schedules corresponding to a tuple (lamb, mmuu)). Then it covers
all the convex combinations that use fractions of ten of SUC, due date and stock changes. If the computation time of one such
solve exceeds five minutes, then that solve is terminated and the current best solution is given as the solution. The values that
are generated for each tuple are then stored. The status messages are again to keep track of the progress of the loop.

D.3 Scheduling and Gantt Charts

Using the results from the integer programs, schedules can be made. AIMMS also has some functionality to construct Gantt
charts to visualise these schedules. The following objects are needed for constructing the schedules and Gantt charts in AIMMS.

AIMMS object Type of object Description

StartTime(j) Parameter The starting time of job j

EndTime(j) Parameter The time job j finishes

Duration(j) Parameter The time it takes for job j to be processed

ScheduledPositions(i) Set The positions on machine i where a job is scheduled

FirstPosition(i) Parameter The first position that is in use on machine i (i.e. the position with
the highest number)

CurrentTime(i) Parameter The current time that machine i has while planning the jobs

CurrentJob Element Parameter The current job that is being planned

ScheduledOnMachine(i) Set All the jobs that are scheduled on machine i

PreviousJob Element Parameter The job that precedes job j

Triggered(j) Parameter Job j has a different stock type than its predecessor
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Assigned(i,j) Parameter Job j is assigned to machine i

The procedure that generates the Gantt chart that corresponds to the schedule generated by (3.1) is as follows.

Procedure GanttScheduling {

EmptySchedule;

CurrentTime(i) := 0;

ScheduledPositions(i) := {l |Sum[j, JobAtMachineOnPosition(i,j,l)=1]};

StartTime(j) := 0;

For(i in Machines) do

While(card(ScheduledPositions(i))>0) do

FirstPosition(i) := Last(ScheduledPositions(i));

CurrentJob := Argmax(j,JobAtMachineOnPosition(i,j,FirstPosition(i)));

Assigned(i, CurrentJob) := 1;

StartTime(CurrentJob) := CurrentTime(i);

CurrentTime(i) := CurrentTime(i) + SetupTime(i,StocktypeJob(CurrentJob)) +

ProcessingTime(i,CurrentJob);

EndTime(CurrentJob) := CurrentTime(i);

ScheduledPositions(i) := ScheduledPositions(i) - FirstPosition(i);

endwhile;

endfor;

Duration(j) := EndTime(j) - StartTime(j);

GenerateStatistics;

}

The procedure GenerateStatistics will be explained after this, the procedure EmptySchedule empties all the parameters that
are related to the generation of a Gantt schedule. GanttScheduling first looks which positions on which machine are actually
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used. These are the positions that are actually scheduled. Then it will schedule each machine. For each machine, it will first
look if there are still jobs that need to be scheduled (this is the clause of the while-loop). For each machine, the procedure
will keep track of the time already spent on that machine. If there is a job that still needs to be scheduled, it will look what
currently is the highest position that still needs to be scheduled. It takes the highest, as the one with the lowest number is the
one that goes completely in the back, the job on position 1 is the job that needs to be scheduled last. It then looks which job
is the one that needs to be scheduled there. The current time of the machine is then assigned as the starting time of that job.
Then the time of the machine is increased by the total processing time that job has. The new machine time is the end time
of that job. Since the job is now scheduled on the machine, the position it had can be removed, decreasing the cardinality of
the set by 1. And eventually, all jobs will be scheduled. The procedure GenerateStatistics then calculates some statistics that
correspond to the generated schedule in the following way.

Procedure GenerateStatistics {

SUC_for_this_schedule := Sum[j, SUCH(j,Ceil(EndTime(j)))];

CT_for_this_schedule := Sum[j, EndTime(j)];

TooLate(j) := 1 OnlyIf(DeadlineH(j,Ceil(EndTime(j)))>0);

DeadlineMissed_for_this_schedule := Sum[j, DeadlineH(j,Ceil(EndTime(j)))];

SUCperJob(j) := SUCH(j,Ceil(EndTime(j)));

ComputeStockchangesCurrentSchedule;

}

Procedure ComputeStockchangesCurrentSchedule {

empty Triggered, TotalStockchanges, PreviousJob, CurrentJob;

ScheduledOnMachine(i) := {j | Assigned(i,j) = 1};

For (i in machines) do

CurrentJob := Argmin(j | j in ScheduledOnMachine(i), StartTime(j));

ScheduledOnMachine(i) -= CurrentJob;

While(card(ScheduledOnMachine(i))>0) do

PreviousJob := CurrentJob;

CurrentJob := Argmin(j | j in ScheduledOnMachine(i), EndTime(j));
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Triggered(CurrentJob) := 1 OnlyIf(StocktypeJob(CurrentJob) <> StocktypeJob(PreviousJob));

Previous(CurrentJob) := PreviousJob;

ScheduledOnMachine(i) -= CurrentJob;

endwhile;

endfor;

TotalStockchanges := Sum[j, triggered(j)];

}

The SUC, completion time (CT), the number of products that miss their due date, the total number of due dates that are
missed and the SUC that each job generates are computed and stored in their respective parameters. The end times are
rounded up for SUC and due dates, since that is the block were the job has finished, thus that is the amount of SUC/missed
due dates that the job generates. Next are the number of stock changes that happen in the generated schedule. First a list
of all jobs that are scheduled on a machine is generated. Then for each machine, the procedure executes the following steps.
It starts with picking the first job of the machine. Since this is the first job, it won’t generate a stock change. This job is
removed from the list of jobs that are scheduled on the machine. While there are still jobs on the machine that the procedure
has not looked at yet, the next job in the schedule is picked and the procedure checks if this new job has a different stock type
compared to the previous job. If it does, then it will generate a stock change. In the end, the total number of stock types can
be counted by counting the number of jobs that are triggered.

For the other integer programs, a different way of scheduling is needed, since they are not completely scheduled yet. The
following sets and parameters are introduced.

AIMMS object Type of object Description

AllTriplesToSchedule(i,j,b) Parameter These are all the tuples of (i, j, b) where xi,j,b = 1

TimesOnMachine(i) Set A set containing all the blocks b that have jobs assigned to them on
machine i. If b is in this set, then there is a j such that xi,j,b = 1

CurrentJobTime Element Parameter The current block b that the procedure is looking at

ParaStocktypeInBlock(i,k,b) Parameter The number of jobs of stock type k that are scheduled in block b on
machine i
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BinaryStocktype(i,k,b) Parameter A binary parameter having value 1 if stock type k is scheduled in
block b on machine i

ParaSumOfStocktypes(i,b) Parameter The number of stock types that are used on machine i in block b

SameStock(j) Set A set containing all jobs that have the same stock as job j

FirstStock Element Parameter The first stock type that has to be scheduled in the current block

CurrentStock Element Parameter The stock type that is currently scheduled

FirstJob Element Parameter The first job to be scheduled in the block

PreviousJob Element Parameter The previous job that has been scheduled

There are a few different ways to schedule the jobs within a block. Scheduling on completion time, scheduling on SUC and
scheduling on stock changes are the ways that will be elaborated. First the procedure for completion time will be covered.

Procedure GanttSchedulingCT {

EmptySchedule;

AllTriplesToSchedule(i,j,b) := JobFinishInBlock(i,j,b);

ScheduledOnMachine(i) := {j | sum[b,JobFinishInBlock(i,j,b)]=1};

TimesOnMachine(i) := {b | sum[j,JobFinishInBlock(i,j,b)]>=1};

CurrentTime(i) := 0;

For (i in Machines) do

While(card(ScheduledOnMachine(i))>0) do

CurrentJobTime := First(TimesOnMachine(i));

If(sum[j, AllTriplesToSchedule(i,j,CurrentJobTime)]>=1) then

CurrentJob := argmax(j | AllTriplesToSchedule(i,j,CurrentJobTime)=1,

-(ProcessingTime(i,j)+SetupTime(i,StocktypeJob(j))));

Assigned(i, CurrentJob) := 1;

StartTime(CurrentJob) := CurrentTime(i);

CurrentTime(i) += ProcessingTime(i,CurrentJob)+SetupTime(i,StocktypeJob(CurrentJob));

EndTime(CurrentJob) := CurrentTime(i);
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ScheduledOnMachine(i) := ScheduledOnMachine(i) - CurrentJob;

AllTriplesToSchedule(i,CurrentJob,CurrentJobTime) := 0;

else

TimesOnMachine(i) -= CurrentJobTime;

endif;

endwhile;

endfor;

Duration(j) := EndTime(j) - StartTime(j);

GenerateStatistics;

}

The loop works as follows. As long as there are still jobs that need to be scheduled, the following steps will be taken. First,
the procedure checks if there are still jobs in the current block that need to be scheduled. If that is the case, the one with the
shortest processing time will be selected and scheduled. This job will get the current machine time as starting time. Then the
machine time will be increased by the total processing time of the job. This new machine time is the end time of the job. As
the job is now scheduled, it can be removed from the list of jobs that need to be scheduled. If there are no more jobs in the
current block that need to be scheduled, the procedure will go to the next block.

To schedule on SUC instead of completion time (and get the procedure GanttSchedulingSUC ), replace the line

CurrentJob := argmax(j | AllTriplesToSchedule(i,j,CurrentJobTime)=1,

-(ProcessingTime(i,j)+SetupTime(i,StocktypeJob(j))));

with

CurrentJob := argmax(j | AllTriplesToSchedule(i,j,CurrentJobTime)=1, SUCH(j,CurrentJobTime) -

SUCH(j,Ceil(CurrentTime(i)+ProcessingTime(i,j)+SetupTime(i,StocktypeJob(j)))));

This way, the job that gets selected as the new job to be scheduled is the job that has the biggest difference between the SUC it
would generate if it finishes at the end of the selected block and the SUC it would generate if it finishes in the block it finishes
now. For scheduling on stock changes, the following procedure is used.
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Procedure GanttSchedulingSC {

EmptySchedule;

AllTriplesToSchedule(i,j,b) := JobFinishInBlock(i,j,b);

ScheduledOnMachine(i) := {j | sum[b,JobFinishInBlock(i,j,b)]=1};

TimesOnMachine(i) := {b | sum[j,JobFinishInBlock(i,j,b)]>=1};

CurrentTime(i) := 0;

ParaStocktypeInBlock(i,k,b) := sum[j | j in JobsWithSameStock(k), JobFinishInBlock(i,j,b)];

BinaryStocktype(i,k,b) := 1 onlyif ParaStocktypeInBlock(i,k,b) >= 1;

ParaSumOfStocktypes(i,b) := sum[k, BinaryStocktype(i,k,b)];

SameStock(j) := JobsWithSameStock(StocktypeJob(j));

For (i in Machines) do

While(card(ScheduledOnMachine(i))>0) do

CurrentJobTime := first(TimesOnMachine(i));

FirstStock := argmax(k, FirstStocktypeBlock(i,k,CurrentJobTime));

If(sum[j, AllTriplesToSchedule(i,j,CurrentJobTime)]>=1) then

If(sum[j in JobsWithSameStock(FirstStock), AllTriplesToSchedule(i,j,CurrentJobTime)]>=1)

then

CurrentJob := argmax(j | j in JobsWithSameStock(FirstStock) and

AllTriplesToSchedule(i,j,CurrentJobTime) = 1, SUCH(j,CurrentJobTime) -

SUCH(j,Ceil(CurrentTime(i)+ProcessingTime(i,j)+SetupTime(i,StocktypeJob(j)))));

elseif(sum[j in JobsWithSameStock(CurrentStock),

AllTriplesToSchedule(i,j,CurrentJobTime)]>=1) then

CurrentJob := argmax(j | AllTriplesToSchedule(i,j,CurrentJobTime)=1 and

j in SameStock(CurrentJob), SUCH(j,CurrentJobTime) -

SUCH(j,Ceil(CurrentTime(i)+ProcessingTime(i,j)+SetupTime(i,StocktypeJob(j)))));

elseif(ParaSumOfStocktypes(i,CurrentJobTime)>1) then

FirstStock := argmax(k, FirstStocktypeBlock(i,k,CurrentJobTime+1));
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CurrentJob:= argmax(j | AllTriplesToSchedule(i,j,CurrentJobTime)=1 and

StocktypeJob(j) <> FirstStock, SUCH(j,CurrentJobTime) -

SUCH(j,Ceil(CurrentTime(i)+ProcessingTime(i,j)+SetupTime(i,StocktypeJob(j)))));

ParaSumOfStocktypes(i, CurrentJobTime) -= 1;

CurrentStock := StocktypeJob(CurrentJob);

else

CurrentJob:= argmax(j | AllTriplesToSchedule(i,j,CurrentJobTime)=1,

SUCH(j,CurrentJobTime) - SUCH(j,Ceil(CurrentTime(i)+ProcessingTime(i,j)

+SetupTime(i,StocktypeJob(j)))));

endif;

SameStock(j) -= CurrentJob;

Assigned(i, CurrentJob) := 1;

StartTime(CurrentJob) := CurrentTime(i);

CurrentTime(i) += ProcessingTime(i,CurrentJob)+SetupTime(i,StocktypeJob(CurrentJob));

EndTime(CurrentJob) := CurrentTime(i);

ScheduledOnMachine(i) -= CurrentJob;

AllTriplesToSchedule(i,CurrentJob,CurrentJobTime) := 0;

CurrentStock := StocktypeJob(CurrentJob);

else

TimesOnMachine(i) -= CurrentJobTime;

endif;

endwhile;

endfor;

Duration(j) := EndTime(j) - StartTime(j);

GenerateStatistics;

}

Again, the same parameters are initialised as in the previous procedure, but also the parameters to count the number of stock
types that are used in a block on a certain machine are initialised and for each job a set containing all jobs with the same stock
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type is initialised. The loop also has some similar aspects, but there is a lot more case distinction. The for-loop, the while-loop
and the first if-statement are still the same. But after that some new distinction is made. Since the first stock of a block is
known when the procedure SolveSC has been run, the first job in a block can easily be scheduled. If another procedure is run,
there is no fixed first stock and therefore this part is then ignored. The procedure looks if there are still jobs with this same
first stock type that need to be scheduled. If there are, they are scheduled according to the difference in the SUC they would
generate, the same way as they are scheduled in procedure GanttSchedulingSUC. If no jobs of the current stock type need to
be scheduled, but there are still jobs to be scheduled. The procedure first looks if it has a choice in the new stock type it can
choose. If it has a choice, it picks a job whose stock type is not the starting stock type of the next block (in order to ensure
that the last stock type in this block is the same as the first stock type of the next block, if possible). Again, the procedure
picks an eligible job in the same way as in procedure GanttSchedulingSUC. If there is only one stock type left to schedule, the
procedure picks (again) a job according to the SUC. If no more jobs have to be scheduled in the current block, the procedure
moves on to the next block. And after that it is again the same as previous procedures.

All the three procedures GanttSchedulingCT, GanttSchedulingSUC and GanttSchedulingSC are interchangeable. If any one of
these is mentioned somewhere in another procedure, changing the suffix changes the way the procedure schedules.

To show the actual schedule that has been executed during a shift, the following procedure is used.

Procedure GanttActual {

EmptySchedule;

JobsOnMachine(i) := {j | ActualMachine(j) = i};

For(i in Machines) do

FirstJob := first(JobsOnMachine(i));

EndTime(FirstJob) := ActualEnd(FirstJob);

Duration(FirstJob) := ProcessingTime(i,FirstJob) + SetupTime(i,StocktypeJob(FirstJob));

StartTime(FirstJob) := EndTime(FirstJob) - Duration(FirstJob);

PreviousJob := FirstJob;

JobsOnMachine(i) -= FirstJob;

Assigned(i, FirstJob) := 1;
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For(j in JobsOnMachine(i)) do

EndTime(j) := ActualEnd(j);

Duration(j) := Min(ProcessingTime(i,j) + SetupTime(i,StocktypeJob(j)),

EndTime(j)-EndTime(PreviousJob));

StartTime(j) := EndTime(j) - Duration(j);

PreviousJob := j;

Assigned(i,j) := 1;

endfor;

endfor;

GenerateStatistics;

}

Take note of the definition of duration. In the actual schedule, some jobs actually intersect with each other. This means
that the actual job took less time than anticipated to complete (probably due to some setup times that were slightly lower).
Therefore, the actual processing time is slightly lower than the estimated processing time.
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